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Play That Funky Music
UPB brings the jazzy Medeski Martin and wood to the Convo for
snazzy springtime jams. Page 14

Copyright Controversy

Right on Target

Napster continues to fight record
labels to stay alive while students
find other means of online music.
Page 13

The archery team's efforts at the U.S.
East Region Championships were
straight as an arrow.
Page 19

Students
assaulted
in alleged
hate crime

BOV to decide
athletic future
Bv SARAH JONES
senior writer

B> Ru HARDSAKSHAUG
assistant news editor
Three |MU Btudenti were wounded in
an jss.mli classified as a hate crime that
took place outride D-hall Saturday
around 7:30 p.m.
The SUJpeCt BOphomOfB Michael
Nicholas, 2ll of Merndon, was arrested
and charged with two counts of malicious
wounding and one count each of assault
.\IK\ battery, resisting arrest and drunk in
public I le was also judicially charged for

several other offensea
JMU Director of Public Safety Alan
MacNutt Bald the ini ulent isclassified as a
hate ^ rime baaed on the guidelines of the
[aaraicC lerv Disclosure of Campus Security Policv and C ampus Crime Statistics
Act of 1998.
MacNutt said events are classified as
hate crimes when they an' preceded bv
"declarations about who they (the viciims) were and ivhal (hay were based on
race, ethni- il\ religion, sexual orientation
or gender.
Witnesses said the language that
\u holas used prior to the event criticized
the appearance ,MK\ sexual orientation of
the women.
MacNutt said there luve not been anv
reported hate crimes at JMU in recent years.
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HIM Sll IMI I III „.].,., pluotmphrr
Wrestling coach Jetf "Peanut" Bowyer, left, hands his recommendation to
BOV Athletic Committee members, I to r. Barbara Castello, Timothy
McConvllle and Pablo Cuevas.
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Dukes head
to WNIT
Final Four

'Ml' "AQ&t' 1 *?N'T*rM

—Alan MacNutt
JMC Director of Public Safely

9? —
He said the motivation behind Saturday's dispute was clearly hate.
Freshman Dena Kubich, a witness to
the incident, said it started when Nicholas
and another male student began walking
toward her and the group o( female students she was sitting with in D-hall. She
said the talk was friendly and involved
mostly joking about the girls being rugby

players,
Alter the two mall's and the women left
D-hall, the (wo males walked over to the
lop .'I the -.lairs to the left of D-hall's
entrance four.
Senior Claudia Reilly. one of the
women who was alledgedly attacked,
said NicholM began veiling to the girls
who were standing cuilsidc D-hall. She
■rid he waa saying,
You guys play
rugbv W.inn.i come tackle mar and calling the women "short spiky-haired

staff writer
Same situation Same ending
The Dukes pulled off another victory in
the final seconds of plav, shocking the Mississippi State University Bulldogs on their
own floor, 63-61, Tuesday night in the
quarterfinals of the Women's National
Invitational Tournament. A running lavup
by sophomore guard Jess Cichowicv with
1.3 seconds to go lifted JMU past the Hull
dogs, sending the Dukes to the WNIT
Final Four
Senior forward Stacey Todd increased
the JMU lead to 61-56 with 27 seconds to
plav MSI s semoi guard Cynthia Hall
was fouled seconds later and hit Kith free
thlDWI to pull her team within 3 points.
Hall then made a steal on a long inKtund
pass by the Dukes and was fouled bv
sophomore forward Shanna Price in the
process
Hall returned to the charity stripe, but
missed the front end of the one-and-one.
Bulldog junior forward Jennifer lam
brough grabbed the rebound and Wtt
fouled, sending her to the free throw line
as well. Fambrough made her first, but
appeared to intentionally miss the second
Once more, MSU snagged the rebound
Tins lime it was senior guard Meadow
Overstreet who crashed the boards. She,

I our options are under consideration by the Athletic Committee of the
Board of Visitors as it prepares to
preseiil a recommendation on the
future of JMU athletics to the full
board tomorrow.
"What you really have got ni,vv ls
ratify tour different possibilities tor
the board to consider," Pablo
Cuevas. chair of the Athletic ( am
mittee, Mid to coaches, athletes and
administrators at Tuesday's committee meeting.
Cuevas said the options iiKlude
maintaining the status quo, accepting
the Centennial Sports Committee's
report which called for the elimination of eight teams, taking the administration's recommendation of a twotiered system of scholarship and nonscholarship teams, or following a plan
crafted by the coaches to increase student tecs to be used for an endowment for future athletic scholarships.

Cuevas said the first option tit
doing nothing is not viable because
tin Mhoo) wants to remain out ot
legal trouble n-garding Title l\ He
fllflO Mid financial concerns plaguing the athletic department need to
be addressed.
The five-member
committee
strongly questioned the anility ol the
coaches' plan to raise enough funds
for the non-scholarship teams not to
need additional funding in the
ftltUIC Student bodv approval was
also doubted.
Vesterdav Brad Habock. executive
associate athletic director, contacted
several uuches to,isk ilieir preti
on either the Centennial Spore) Cou>
mittee's pun or tlie administration's
recommendation. Babcock did not
return phone messages for comment.
Tlie announcement bv the fivememK'r Athletic ( ommitlee that it
had not eliminated the option of cutling teams, as proposed bv the Cen
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BY DREW WII^ON

Cadets and officers gathered
behind Wilson Hall... heard
this commotion and went to
investigate.

Home Sweet Home
A court verdict allows Westport Villagers to stay through the year.
Page 5
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The Taylor Down
Under Mural Project, aiming to
reflect the
essence of TDU.
was completed
this week. The
artist, sophomore
art major Jennifer
Bailey, started
the project Feb. 8
after being chosen by TDU supervisors. Bailey presented sketches
and said In the
Feb. 12 Issue of
The Breeze, that
she planned the
mural to show
activities JMU
students take
part In regularly
at TDU, like playing pool, studying
and reading.
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,h ice
Kubich Mid Mil hold I hallenged Ihem

to tackle rum and said, "You think you
can plav rugby, but you can't!'"
Kubich laid one of the women began to
walk toward Nicholas, asking what his
problem waa,
A Bah then reportedly ensued which
mulled in three of the women being

wounded,
MacNuft said the three woman Mil
faed "viaWe signs about the head and
face oi basting, i'no had .1 ptofusacut on
her lorehead."
Kubich Mid, 1 le go) scaled whan he
BSM the blood and !»' ran Wi chased him
ill the.ops showed up."
\l,i. NuM said the |MD police heard on
the radio SBOW S slluatton Ivhiiul D-hall
near tlic cootunonB,
"< adels and officers gathered behind
Wilson Hall lor the ITU event (Ralph
Nader's speech) heard this commotion
and went to Investigate MacNutt said.
The officem arrived at the ana and
reportedly bund Nicholas being chased
in ,1 crowd oi people, MacNutt said the
officer! did not know what had occurred
outside ot D-hall, but radioed ahead to the
station.
They indlcatod that the SuHsd was
running wed toward the Quad, two officers left the station to attempt to intercept
Nicholas One got WoapcUeecerandtns
ObSa ran to the Quad. The description of
Ihe sus|N, 1 ni.li, ,ile<l lli.it l»'w as wearing
8 green shut

KtSTVDB/fT.papi

A heart Peirce-ing true story
'Boys Don't Cry' director Kimberly Peirce discusses
her connection with characters, sexual identity issues
B> EMU . Lw row
contributing WtiU t
"You can k-arn something tromeurv one '
film director Kimberly Peirce Mid ko an audience of about 75 in Wilson Hall on [ueeday
She captivated the audience with her
positive appnt.ii It, relating her own e\peri
ences in Kith writing an.I directing her lirsi
teat lire him. TJOVI Unit ( rv" to , outer nporarv IMUM toiutining American voulli
and culture
llie event was sponsored .tnd organized
bv the I niversitv Program hoard and coin
dded with Women's Wtvk. a telebrahon ol
Women's I HatOCV Month.
I Vine is the .0-writer MK\ director ol the
awaul winning film "Boys Don't ( rv."
which opened In October ot iw. The him
is Kised on a true story, which explore! the
coiuepl ot Identity through the *. h.11.1. t.-r
Brandon hvna, a teen living a double life as
both a man and a woman
I Mm hooked Of! the Itofj alter reading
an article on Brandon in an issue of Village
Vote in April ot 1994" ft*taceeaid *Now i

don't even remember when I didn't have
Brandon in my life I love Brandon I
thought that 1M- W as unstoppable, she Hid,
relerring to Kith her on-screen Brandon
and the person who actually grew up in
Kills l/it\. Neb
Brandon MTVea as a role model tor I'eirce
K-cause she said she tan relate to his issues
ot identity One *>t her childhtXHl stones

Uhistrated these iaeuea. When Peirce waa B
wars old, she ,UK\ a group ol girl friends
Mere reprimanded hv their mother^ alter
Si'tting into some trouhle in the neighKirIHK! She said their mothers told the children that it was time lor Ihem to start aiting
like girls. Thus, began I'eirce's issues with
gt■inlet Identity .uui what it was to act like a
girl in aodety'l standards,
lo hear Tierce talk it sounds almost like
Brandon waa King channeled through her
vision.' ( \N .ntu |amie Allen stated
when the movie was hrst released at.ording to the t \\ Web site, irirwiiiuxi'iti.
A year Liter, I'eirce is shtl driven bv her
MC
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Director Kimberly Peirce spoke about her award-winning film
"Boy* Don't Cry" and other contemporary Issues Tuesday night.
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POLICE LOG
BY

CASEY

WEATHER

BONDS

police reporter

Non-student Jamie E Lam. 24. ol Ml.
Crawford, was arrested and charged with her
third driving under the influence ol alcohol
oflense. in addition to driving with a suspended license on March 19 al 2:45 a.m. at
University and Carner dnves.
In other matters, campus police report the following:
Driving Under the Influence ot Alcohol
• Non-student William H Liddle III. 22, ol Port
Republic, was arrested and charged with driving under the influence of alcohol on March 19
al!2.10 a.m. at the University Arboretum.
The subject was allegedly driving enatically
• Non-student Kenneth C. Knight, 38, ol
Harhsonburg, was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence of alcohol at
University and Camer dnves on March 19 at
2 30am
Underaged Possession of Alcohol
• Jon P Draskovic, 18. of Trumbull, Conn.,
was arrested and charged with underaged
possession ol alcohol on March 18

at 12 37 am
Underaged Consumption of Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underaged consumption ot alcohol on March
18 at 4:12 a.m. on Duke Drive near the tennis
courts
Substance Abuse
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
substance abuse on March 17 at 9:21 p.m al
G-lot
The subject was reportedly verbally abusive
and uncooperative
• Two JMU students were judicially referred
for substance abuse on March 20 al 357 a.m.
in Garber Hall
Grand Larceny
• A JMU employee reported the theft of two
liaid drives and one RAM ot memory from two
computers in Roop Hall on March 16 at 3:07
pm.
• The thett ol 25 to 30 CDs was reported by a
student off campus on March 18 at 2:32 p.m.
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©lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
ITS YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
b-

b.

V

^

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

O

O

O

<>

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
■ Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.
11A South Avenue, --^^ RF.AI.TY
M i IRI 'i P
Harrisonburg
JY[ANAOI'MI
'

13

Windy

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
■ Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
' No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.

• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

^

(540)432-9502

ham www.oldemillvillage.com
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"Our role is to respect the
wishes of students and of residents. We only take action
when we have to."

■ Run for your life
This weekend, JMU will
sponsor Relay for Life, a
fund-raising event for the
American Cancer Society

CAPTAIN MALCOLM WILFONG

Harrisonburg Police Depi.
see below

SH belew

HPD,
— 7 JMU may
«r combine forces
JMU police could patrol wider off-campus area, ride with city officers
k|S
BY KAMI- LKWIS

staff writer
The Harrisonburg Poke I Vpartment is scheduled to submit .i proposal to the JMU IX'partment
of Public Safely in the next few weeks, requesting
that the HPD and the JMU police department
combine forcse to petrol ■ wider area of off-campus student housing
The team-up, which is four years in the
making, according to HI'D Chief D.G. Harper
will place a JMU police officer with an HIM)
officer and allow them to patrol off-campus
student housing primarily along Port Republic
Road. Housing along Neff Avenue, South
Avenue, N. Harrison Street and Walnut Lane
could also be patrolled.
"We're ironing out some of the details right
now and mapping out a strategy when students
return in the fall," said Captain Malcolm Wilfong
of the HPD.
JMU Police have worked with the HPD many
tunes in the past m what is called a mutual aid
agreement. According to Harper, mutual aid
agreements are common among police jurisdictions across the country.

"We will call for assistance from JMU police to
assist us with a situation if we feel we don't have
enough resources to handle the situation ourselves," Harper said.
According to Harper, mutual aid is often

cies patrolling together, time is saved by cut- as the HPD in those areas,"
areas/' Harper said.
sai<
agreements are not
ting down radio dispatch calls for assistance
Harper said mutual aid agreemer
and confirmation.
unique to JMU. He said the city of Charlottesville
"Also, in the past, the officers would be rid- and the University of Virginia have the same
ing in their own cars and have to radio for assis- types of agreements during the school year
tance," Harper said.
The HPD is working on alternatives to curb
requested from JMU
police during times
"Now they'll be riding situations that may require police involvement.
together."
Wilfong said they are trying to give students other
when there are a lot of
people in Harrisonburg
The new proposal options besides gathering at large parties late at
We will call for assistance from
will not last the entire night where things could get out of hand.
for
occasions
like
school year, but will
He said that is what happened at Forest Hills
Homecoming, Parents
JMU police to assist us with a
cover more days than in the beginning of the year.
Weekend and graduaWilfong said concerts at the Convocation
tion. Harper said the
situation if we feel we don't have the previous agreements.
( enter em • proposed alternative, but the proposJMU Board of Visitors
enough
resources
to
handle
the
Officers will be al is still in the early stages.
requests that local law
teamed up not just on
"We're looking forward to the students returnenforcement
handle
situation ourselves.
special occasions and ing in the fall," he said. "Our role is to respect the
such events, "but HPD
wishes of students and of residents. We only take
has authority as long as
n (j HarDcr holidays, ^ut a'so f°r
the board requests it."
HamsonbuJg Police Chief the first four to Rye action when we have to."
weeks of the fall
The proposal will be sent to the JMU
The new proposal is
semester. Harper said Department of Public Safety in the next few
not that different from
during those times, weeks, Wilfong said, and it will be put into
the mutual aid agreecalls for service are motion in the beginning of the fall semester if
ments
previously
accepted by JMU administration.
made. However, the amount of student hous- "above normal.
"Under a mutual aid agreement, the JMU
JMU Director of Public Safety Alan MacNutt
ing allowed to be patrolled has expanded.
Harper said with officers from both agen- police have the same authority and arrest powers did not comment on the matter.

a
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JMU hosts
Relay for
Life for
cancer
Student concerns outlined

KAREN KVm l\Nhuf plwlnsmi*rr

(Left) Bell Hall Sen. Kelly Helndell and Dlngledine Hall Sen. freshman Danielle Baukh and (right) At large Sen. sophomore
Katie Palluch and ISAT Sen. senior Geoff Stenger listen to Sullivan's presentation on the Forest Hills Hot report.

BY JORDAN HOLT

contributing writer

The American Cincer Society will hold its largest yearly fundraising event, Relay (or Life, on March 24 and 25 in Bridgeforth
Stadium. This is the first year JMU has hosted the event
Beginning at 7 p.m. on the evening of March 24 and ending at 7
a.m. the following morning, teams of volunteers will participate in
the relay Teams consist of eight to 15 people, and the rules require
that at least one person from each Mm must be walking, jogging
or running around the track in Bridgetorth Stadium at all times.
'I feel that this event can do so much for cancer survivors and
thi'ir loved ones," freshman participant Jonathan Teichmann saul
"Not so much lor the money laised. although it is a lot. I think it is
more important for getting the information out there to people to
understand this disease."
According to the American Cincer Society, each team member is
asked to raise it least $11X1 before the event begins. The funds can be
obtained through donations or other aitivitios such .is car washes.
"A fun-filled, overnight event. Relay For Life mobilires communities throughout the country to celebrate survivors, remember
loved ones and raise money for the fight against cancer." acconfing
to the ACS Web site.
Team leader and Zeta Tau Alpha sorority member junior
Heather Yattaw said, "Many Greek organizations are involved in
Relav For Life It is a very important event for the sisters and we can
try and help in th< light ag.unst (.mcer." learn leaders are responsible for keeping the groups on track during the event, as well as
making sure donations are collected.
The relay is not the only activity going on inside Bridgeforth
Stadium during the event. JMU President Linwood Rose is speaking at the opening ceremony, which will conclude with a fireworks
show. A basketball tournament, a pajama fashion show and aerobics
classes are a just a few of the things to do when not moving around
the track for your team.
Buffalo Wild Wings will be donating free wings for a midnight
snack at the relay.
A musical performance by the student band Small Town
Workers is llto dated, as well as HI appearance by the Duke Dog.
Along with donating money to the American Oncer Society,
luminaries have been bought in memory of loved ones who have
died from or survived cancer. These will be placed around the track
and lit.
"Not only does this event raise a ton ol money towani cancer
research, it also is a lot of fun," sophomore team leader Christopher
Izzo said. "I would do something like this even if it wasn't for such

a great came."

in Forest Hills riot report
BY JORDAN HOLT

contributing writer
The Forest Hills riot was the main
topic of concern at Tuesday's Student
Government Association meeting. SGA
I'resident Mark Sullivan commented on
the progress of the SGA's investigation
of the incidents that occurred August 25
and 26.

(L'STUDENT
;0VERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
[HAS;

Update

"After Forest Hills: An Analysis of
JMU Student Concerns From 8/25 and
8/26" was presented by Sullivan during
the four-hour meeting. The report submitted to Harrisonburg Mayor Carolyn
Frank, other city council members and
|\H President I in wood Rose, among
others, includes first-hand accounts from
anonymous students that were reportedly involved in the situation.
The three main concerns presented
in the report include student claims that
Harrisonburg police used excessive
fofCtj employed an inappropriate use of
tear gas and targeted JMU students in
their actions.
The issue of students being targeted
had two major points that were focused
on by the SGA's investigation. The first
w .is \}u- i it\ s preparation in the intervention at Forest Hills. The second point
Lnvotvad thi city's liquor law, which is
more stria than the state's in cases involv-

ing the possession of illegal containers
in public.
"It seems that the law that is in place in
Harrisonburg exceeds state law; the fact
that it's there disproportionately affects
JMU students," Sullivan said.
Sullivan said the city of Harrisonburg
has constantly denied any previous planning for this particular incident in mediation and Community Coalition meetings
in spite of the claims of many students
and faculty who said they saw riot training being performed on Godwin Field
Aug. 25, Sullivan said in the presentation.
According to the report, the police did
not have permission to be there and had
to be asked to leave by university officials,
and they complied, Sullivan said.
Sullivan said Harrisonburg officials
had admitted to creating a civil disturbance unit to keep peace in the event of a
Y2K computer scare situation.
SGA will meet with the Harrisonburg
City Council and JMU administrators to
outline a course of action to further
address concerns, Sullivan said. Meeting
times are not yet set, he said.
"1 take it as a personal affront that the
people 1 am supposed to be representing
were being treated in this manner,"
Sullivan said of the situation.

Organizations in the money
SGA passed four major finance bills
this week. These bills had already been
supported by the finance committee and
were approved by the Senate.
After much debate, the American
Choral Directors Association was allocated $4,000 to hold a choral festival next

October. The group, consisting of nine
students, has to raise about 51,000 themselves to be able to hold the event.
Students for Minority Outreach were
awarded $3,000 to bring a comedy tour
to JMU over their prospective student
weekend.
Group members said they hope that
by bringing the "Laughing at Life College
Comedy Tour" to campus, more minority
students will attend the weekend and
help increase diversity at JMU.
Both the College Republicans and the
College Democrats received funds.
The College Republicans received
$396 to send four members to their
national conference in July. The conference teaches students hew to create grassroots campaigns and other activities.
The College Democrats were allocated
$438 to distribute their newly created
publication Left of Center. The group said
it aims to get local democrats more
informed about local issues.
The publication is expected to come
out some time in April.
SGA cuts advertising budget
SGA is reducing its advertising nudget
for The Breeze to only $2,000, down from
nearly $8,000, Sullivan said.
They are hoping to show other
groups that The Breeze is not the only
way to advertise and that it charges too
much for advertising.
Sullivan said the use of Web sites,
pros releases and personal communication as advertising will "force SGA
members to communicate on a personal
level with the people they're represent-

UNC prof discusses
African democracy
TOM MAHONKY
contributing writer
BY

JAM Ml III VMuwr phi'lagmpltrr
UNC Chapel Hill professor Bereket Habet Selassie speaks in Anthony Seeger Hall.

As part of the events commemorating James Madison's birthday, a
\ Wong siliolar discussed democracy
and constitution-crafting in Africa.
Btrektt Habet Selassie, professor
,il African Studies at the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill, spoke
about the drafting of the F.ritrean
Constitution in Africa.
About 50 students and faculty

attended the lecture in AnthonySeeger Hall Monday afternoon,
which was organized by the Visiting
Scholars Program
Selassie said he has earned a reputation as the "James Madison of
Intro.!'' for his work as Supreme
Court judge and attorney general in
Ethiopia and for his contributions to
the drafting ol the Ethiopian and
Kenyan constitutions.
He has studied James Maditon'l
life and said he feels the comparison

is a great honor.
In Madisonian fashion, Glli.Uil'
discussed the various approaches
one ma\ lake to the drafting of a
new constitution
He said some nations have used
the Philadelphia model, where a few
elite are delegated to draft the constitution. Others have used the
Westminster model, where drafting is
done by members of Parliament.
see DEFINISG. i»gt 5
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Fate of sports teams rests Student assaulted
Three injured in alleged hate crime
on four recommendations near
commons Saturday night
from FATE, page i

Gwynn Evans, women's swimming
and diving coach, avid the ability to
compete is as imp-irtant as th,. opportunity 10 participate.
T tell my team if you can't give me
your best ihen you should be doing
something else with your time,"
I \.ms aald
Bill Walton, men's track and held
coach, said stripping scholarships
would elfectiveh make Ins team a glorified I 'ivision III team, the lowest level of
college athletics. Thus, it would be difficult to schedule events with Division 1
teams because thev wouldn't want to
compete against sub par teams AIIJMU
sport! except football participate in
Division I, the highest level of collegiate
competition

ii'imul Sports Committee, caught Mine
in attendance onVguard
' [The meeting] was vtn Fhistraling,M
■enioi gymnast Amy McGint] Hud
I spa i.illv now lince they .in?considering c iitting the sports .i£.un Tli.il is thehrsi Ume I've heard lh.it they might cut
the spirts"

met i rit.Tirii.it Sport*( ommlttee'i
recommendation propoaed the elunl
nation oi «'iv;ht v.irsitv sports ttamt, it
is ,iis,» the only recommendation on
the t.ihle lh.it brings the d.'p.irtmcnt in
compliance »ilh the tirst prong ot

title ix.
The rule of proportionality requires
th.it the r.itio of fem.ile to male athletes
he within I percent of the ratio of the
undergraduate student body population Currently, )MU's student body is ^
percent fem.ile, jnd less than -12 percent
ot the .ithlotes ,iri' female
The discussion of eliminating teams
recalled an idea thai was thought to be
replai ed by the pecornmendatton h.mdcd down by |MU President Limvood
Rose and Athlehc Director Ml Bourne

-66
/ tell my team if you can'/ give

me your best then you should
be doing something else with
your time.

on Feb. 22.

— Gwvnn Evans

Ihoadministrahon's plan calls for the
athlelu department to be divided into H
scholarship teams and 15 ncaxcholal
ship programs It move* IMC doeer to
Title IX compliance by having a 50-50
ratio of male to Icmalc athli'tes if all
teams can meet the required number of
participants Hut it tails short of the current legal requirement!
It became apparent that the committee was strongly considering a recommendation resembling the Centennial
Sports ( ommitlee's report when
I uevaa pOKd the question to the coaches in attendance, "Are you saying then.
that it is belt to dmp sports than to drop
scholarships?"
Cuevas asked coaches to voicecandid
opinions as to whether it would be better to cut their program or continue
then program without scholarships.
Wrestling coach Jeff "Peanut"
Uowyer and Roger Burke, men's and
women's gymnastics coach, said they
would prefer to keep their teams. But
Paul Goodwin, men's and women's golf
coach, said although he probably held
the minonty view, he would choose not
to have a team without scholarships due
to the high level of competition in collegiate golf

womenS snimming ana diving coach

?r
(. uevai later aaid that while cutting
some ot the teams is still an option, the
committee would not contemplate cutting teams that differ from the original
eight cited in the Centennial Sports
Committee's recommendation. The
teams in danger of being eliminated are
men's wrestling, swimming, archery,
gymnastics and tennis, and women I
gymnastics, archery and fencing.
The administration's recommendation to cut scholarship funding but
retain all 28 vanity teams is also receiving the committee's attention.
The most recent proposal is one
drafted by Bowyer. which he said will
' help, ill teams Uowyer's plan, introduced on Tuesday, would increasestudent fees by SI 25 a year for a 10year period. The money would be
placed into an endowment investment where the interest would be
used to give at least 40 women's
scholarships annually to the learns
recommended for scholarship cuts bv
the administration. It would thus help

JMU move dour to Title IX compliance The plan also calls for retaining
all current scholarships
When questioned by the committee
about me viability of the plan. Bowyei
Mid he is not a financial advisor or
accountant hut that his pmpos.ll is one
suggestion how ,in endowment might
help the I"' teams proposed to lose
sc holarships
"By no means did I think I would
have to defend particular projected
number*/* bower aaid All I'm laying
i- tlu-re is a w ay to make this work; there
are people |,it JMU] that can do the
number crunching and get them to
work — that's not my job."
Some of the committee members
were concerned about raising student
i.is when JMU already has the second
highest student lees ($2,414) in Virginia
Virginia Military Institute (So,188) has
the highest.
I In1 committee also voiced concern
about the student body's support of a
student tee hike Bowyer said nearly
one third of the undergraduate student population had signed a petition saving they support the athletic
teams',ause

trotn STUDENT. t*a$e 1
The officer on foot reportedly
Mtt the glMn shirt and stopped
Nicholas. He started to put
Nicholas under ,irrest, but Nicholas
reportedly broke free and fled, running across South Mam street
MacNutt said Nicholas was almost
hit by a car that had to slam on its
brakes to avoid hitting him.
Upon crossing the street,
MkholM reportedly tan to the first
house behind the kyger-Trobaugh
Funeral Home. MacNutt Uld a
party was being held in the backran «>f the residence and Nicholas
tried to meld into the crowd. When
the offktT in pursuit arrived.
Nicholas a'portedly ran into the
house. The officer followed him in
and caught up with Nicholas, who
repOrWry restated arrest again, but
the officer was able to place
Nicholas in custody.
MacNutt said Nicholas smelled
of alcohol and was charged with
being drunk in public by the officer.
When Nicholas was taken to the
police station downtown, he faced

additional charges.
MacNutt said Nicholas' friend
was interviewed, but it was deter
mined that he had not hit anyone.
According to the JMU Public
Safety "Your Right to Know" Web
site, acts of prejudice or intolerance,
also known as hate crimes, are
"only those that involve bodily
manifesting evidence that the victim was intentionally selected due
to victim's actual or perceived race,
gender, religion, sexual orientation,
ethnicity or disability."
MacNutt said, "Scrawling of
graffiti that's kite related, phone
calls where intolerant remarks are
made and cross burnings are not
considered hate crimes under the
Clery classification."
Acts including murder, assault,
forcible sex offenses and arson are
considered hate crimes if it can be
proven that prejudice or intolerance was a motivating factor.
Reilly said she thought the incident was motivated by hate. She
said, "I think it definitely involved
that kind of element (because of)
the words he used."

Student Govemmenl Aatodanon
President Mark Sullivan ll.is sjniken in
support of the student body throughout
these spoils considerations In the Teh.
19 issue ot The Brent, Sullivan voiced
support lor a moderate increase in student fit-, as a last ditch solution."
After the meeting, Bowver was
unsure of his prospects. "I knew if was
going to he a tough sell," he said. |Our
chances| didn't sound real optimistic."
McGinly said, "I don't think they
really considered |Bowyer's| plan
very much. They just told him straight
up that it wasn't going to work, I
don't think they even bothered to look
into it at all "
Although there are many options for
the committee to consider, members
said they are confident a final decision
will be made tomorrow. Coaches agreed
that this process shouldn't be pro
longed If the board decides to adopt a
student fee increase, the decision must
be made tomorrow for it to apply to next
fall's tuition.
The Athletic Committee meets tomorrow at 10 a.m. in ISAT 136 to prepare a
final proposal A final decision is expected when the full board meets at 1 p.m. in

BAI 259 on Friday

Dukes vs. Bulldogs:
JMU wins dogfight
from DUKES, page 1
loo, was fouled and put on the line
lor two free throws. Overstreet
nailed both shots, tying the score at
ftl with 14 seconds to play
The Dukes inbounded the ball
and called a timeout to set up the
last play. )MU got the ball to
Cichowkrz, who drove down the
lane for her game-winning shot,
stunning the 2,224 fans gathered at
Humphrey Coliseum. MSU had
one final chance to score, but a
heave by the Bulldogs at the buzzer
fell short.
The Dukes held the Bulldogs
scoreless in the first 3:20 of the game
and had a 31-16 lead at halftime
before MSU opened the second
with an 11-0 run to pull within 4.

MSU found itself down by 7
points with 11:47 to go in the game
before going on a 13-5 run to take
the lead with 5:20 left.
JMU was led in scoring by
sophomore forward Nadine Morgan with 17 points. Morgan had
been held to a combined 7 points in
the first two games of the WNTT.
Cichowicz's had 16 points, while
Price added 15 points and teamhigh nine rebounds.
The Bulldogs got 21 points from
sophomore
forward
LaToya
Thomas and 15 points from Fambrough. Hall scored 12 points an d
made seven steals, five of which
came during the 11-0 run.
JMU moves on to face Ohio State
University. A date and location has
not yet been decided.

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!

PORT ROAD

Convenient to Campus

Free Water

SOUTH AVENUE

3 & 4 Bedroom Units

Microwave

UNIVERSITY
PLACE

Easy Access to JMU (bus service)

Washer & Dryer

Reasonable Rates

Dishwasher

Furnished or Unfurnished Units

Individual Leases

Public transit at

Ample Parking
entrance to help you

MADISON DRIVE

NIVERSITV

gel to campus.

■ JMU

Fhe Place to Be!
thcott Av-iatio-n Z*tte-p,ii4.e4.r 9HC.
FLIGHT TRAINING

FAR 61 PRIVATE PILOT
GROUND SCHOOL
7 WEEK GROUND SCHOOL
Beginning March 26, 2001 thru May 16, 2001
Monday and Wednesday Nights, From 6:00 pm until 8:30 pm
Come join us for the besl ground sch(x>l around! Cover all the knowledge areas required tor your Private Pilot Lieense required under FAR 61

Instructor: Walter Grooms
Location: Hanger 3, Flight Training Room
Hours of Instruction: 35

51 Aviation Circle, Suite #202
Wcyers Cave. VA 24486-2706
540.234.8900
Fax: 540.234.01500

Call us today at 234-8900 and find out more information about how you can complete your Private Pilot Ground School!
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Rumors overestimate
Class of 2005 numbers
BY EMII.Y LAY ION

contributing writer
The inoomlng nahmui dm will imrease by
about 50 students nthe Ih.in the rumored 300,
according to the |MU director ol admissions
The (alsely stated number was reported at a
recent department meeting
"The university s goal is to maintain enrollment," said Michael Walsh, director ot admit
sions. "Our student body is targeted to be about
15,000 students "
Total student enrollment has increased from
11,662 students for the 1993-1994 school year to
15.428 students for 2000-2001, according to the
JMU Office of Institutional Research Website
In order to maintain enrollment, the incoming freshman class is targeted to increase from
3.200 students to 3,250 in an attempt to offset
the decline in graduate students over the past
several year-, Walsh said.
"A stmng economy can easily affect graduate
enrollment," Walsh said. There wen? 680 total
graduate students enrolled in fall semester of 1999
in comparison to this year's fall enrollment of 609,
also according to the |MU Office of Institutional

Rottidi MM -iv
The addition o( SO atudaiu to nod yeu't
freshman cbM WM .ippmved by the Preslacnt't
Counul m early Fcbruvy, MMshuid.
Areas ,i( the university that will be influneed by the increase, including on-campus
housing
and
the General
Education
Department, have been notified. However, most
affects will he minimal
'GmEd It aware ol lie increase." Walsh said.
"With as much of a lead as they have, (.ml d
thinks that thev can handle this."
The in. rr.w tins year is smaller than we have
had to accommodate in previous uars," Linda
Halpem, General Education dean Bald "Wedon'l
expect speiita changes to accommodate nevt
year's treshman class, but we have taken the larger number into account in our planning."
Walsh -aid admireiona i- not Irving to tpedflcally target in- or out of state ol students tor
enrollment in the additional 50,
"1 had heard that rumor." sophomore
Catherine Fierro said. "It comes as a relief to me
that we .in' not significantly increasing, freshman
enrollment. 1 know a lot ol students, like myself,
have felt the effect! ot the nvent budget cuts

Who:
News writers
What: News writers meeting
Where: In the Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger
When: Monday, March 26, at 3 p.m.
Why:
Meet the new News Editorial staff
How:
By foot, plane, train or
automobile...you decide
Meet Lindsay, Richard and James
or call us at x6699

22. 2001
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Accused Hunters Ridge
Shooter indicted
A man charged with shooting a JMU student
during a Feb 4 card game was indicted
Monday by a Rockmgham County grand |ury.
Non-student Theodore Whllelow, 18. is
accused of shooting sophomore Bryan Fields.
21, of Raleigh, N.C.. at around 10:15 p.m at
the Hunters Ridge apartment they had shared
Four charges accompany the indictment:
malicious wounding, possession of a firearm
after being convicted ot a felony, possession of
a firearm during the commission ol a felony
and sliootiiig into an occupied dwelling,
Whitelow will face trial May 22.
— from staff reports
Westport property owner pleads
„,,,»., i„ ---«-- * ■ ■■ - - ~

guilty to zoning violations

,,,
..
, _
All ol the residents occupying the live-roommate units ol Westport Village a student apartment complex on Port Republic Road, will be
allowed to stay in their apartments for he
remainder of the semester after a court ruling
on Tuesday at the Harnsonburg General
District Court at 1 p.m.
Properly owner Patricia Blasioli pleaded

guilty to charges of violating a city of
Harnsonburg zoning ordinance which states
each housing unit can only be rented to a family or no more than four unrelated persons.
Blasioli neglected to comply with the
zoning ordinance after Stacy Turner.
director ol community development for Ihe
Cily of Harnsonburg. sent a letter to Blasioli
and her husband and co-owner of the compiex, Tony Blasioli
ordering them to
t0 the Jan 16 issue |m Qvinf
I D 1 1" 1
0f The Breeze.
Upon
Patricia
Blasioli s guilty plea.
a court order was
issued that P.J
Properties replace her as the proper delendant and that a line ol S 1.000 be imposed
together with court lees ol S50 in amendment
of the violation.
The court also ordered Blasioli pay an addillonal sum ol $, 3600

The tenants currently occupymq the units

may con,,,,^ |wng Ihe,e through July 15 After
|na| daIe ,he Blasi0lis mus,70mp|' wllh ,ne
20ning ordinance ,n

all respects
Code-compliant smoke detectors must be
indued „ ,he Iooms ,na, are being usod as
^,0^^ By tne f,«h occupants, no later than
'
A_n| 6
_ by anting wnte, Brenna Walton

Defining democracy
hi I is l\c from page 3
Selassie said Eritreachow to
ratify their constitution by pop
ular assembly. It was a painstaking pfocess, he said,
The main difficulty was
deckling how beat to shape the
new government into a new
nation, which Is actually hundredsof years old. Salassia Said
"You either believe in
democracy or vou don't," he
said ot Ins efforts to bring
democracy to African nations
"1 aw is about the man. No man
is about the law."
Each time he has been a perl
of a commission formed to cteBte 1 constitution in I'ritrea,
F.thiopia and Kenya, Selassie

said he has expressed a nevd to
make people aware th.it this is
their document "Mou must, at
the end of this muca—, fed a
great deal of pride m this document which you own/' he said,
IXiring nil speech, ScllMSto
produced .1 pocket*sb9ed copy
ol the Britrean constitution
which he said many of his lei
low countrymen cany with
them at all times.
Eritrea became a British
colony shortly alter the end of
the second VVorld War, and in
1952 it became a part ol
Ethiopia. Soon afterwards,
Selassie joined the struggle for
the complete Independence of
his homeland.
The 30-year struggle ended

in Ma> ol 1991 when Eritrea
aained
Its
independence,
Setasafesaid.
Selassie laid he has learned
a lot from America about how
to make democracy grow in
places which often do not
remembei whal II was like to
be independent.
Attendees said they found
the presentation enlightening
lie tied In COnstituHonmaking In Africa to constitution
making in the United Mates
very well," history professor
lamont King said "He presented it asoneol many models that
could be used 1 thought his
breakdown and analysis of different constitutions was dear
ami informative."

Greek membership may not lead to heavier drinking later in life
BY JI-.RRY AHI-JO

TMS Campus
WASHINGTON —
Participation in Greek fraternities and sororities, long considered a haven for heavy drinking
jm college campuses, mav not
mecessarjly lead 10 heavier
Blinking later in life, a new
Jstudv shows.
*
The
study,
published
Sunday by the American
Psychological
Association,
Jound that students in the
Creek system tend to drink
entire often and more heavily
«than other students, Bui the
Average number of times a
Jweek that fraternity and sumnty members drank — four or
give tor some
dropped significantly after graduation.

"Our analyses consistently
indicated that Greeks drank
more heavily than non-Greeks
during the college years but that
this difference was no longer
apparent three years after college," the report stated.
The report found that most
heavy drinkers are fver influenced, and that most Greek stu
dents weren't driven hy how
enjoyable thev perceived alcohol to be or hy the perceived
social benefits of alcohol use.
Students drink more in an
atmosphere where heavy alcohol use is considered normal
and where pecri encourage and

support this type of behavior.
But when the situation
changes, so does the drinking
behavior. It's what the report's
CO author,
Kenneth
Sher,

referred to as "the maturing out
effa I "
Recent
graduates
assume new roles in Mxiety as
parents. BMMSC8 and members
of the workforce, and find they
OH no longer continue their college behm lor.
"Its possible thev still
would like to engage in heavy
dunking but find reality constraints prohibit that type of
behavior/ said slur, a psychologist at the University of
Missouri sl Columbia.
The study attributes heavier drinking in fraternities
and sororities to a combination oi two factors First, the
Greek
environment
may
attract
personality
types
already predisposed to heavy
drinking Second, the Greek
social en\ ironment encour-

ages heavy drinking.
The report studied 319 mostly while participants at a large
Midwestern university. They
were evaluated yearly for their
first four years at college .^\
once
three
vears
later.
Participants averaged 24 years
old by the end of the report *nd
they will continue to be evaluat
ed in future studies.
While heav) drinking tends
not to continue after graduation, Mark Goldman of the
I nnersifvof South Florida Said
it could cause prohlems in
school. Goldman, a WSCSrch
professor working on a national
report on college binge drinking, said alcohol-related violence, sexual assaults and car
accidents continue to be campus problems

Abo. the long-term COnSC
queue es ot heavy college drinking can range from the subtle to
the not M> subtle, he said.
' Perhaps 1 student is not
fulfilling
their
potential
me the) sort oi went with
half l brain throughout college." Goldman said
[Here
has also been some evidence
that heavy alcohol use slows
the nervous system. You're not
as sharp, vou re not .is quick.
your rnerrtor) is not quits as
good Ihe question is whether
it remains there "
I Is added that many college

students would be considered
alcohol dependent using clinical
criteria And while many stu
dentl are able to moderate their
drinking after graduation, heavy
dnnking 111 college C8fl trigger

fEternaC£ife?

tull-Hedged alcoholism in some

Shei

pointed

out

that

heavy drinking is a part of
Amen, an culture, in particular college culture. 1 his \& part
of the reason, he said, that college administrations are having a hard time combating
heat \ drinking.
In addition, universities
have trouble delivering .»«lear
message because thev deal
with both minors and adults,
which means a college c.111
denounce underage drinking

yet permit alcohol advertising
in iis athletic si.idium.
it s ,1 way oi people spending time together .uui socializ
mg Social functions are strongK associated With alcohol Ihe
reality is it's part of college life,"
Sher said.

$&#
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EveryStudent.com

vision, Glow, nriD wma - M A PACT of m ucc fxpcpicncct
The University & College Centers are now hiring
saT* for the Summer and Fall of 2001 *•
Sue Bauer, UCC Administrator
bauerch@jmu.edu. x3341
Linda Faber. Ul & Warren Box Office
faberlkvq.jmu.edu, x7968
Shannon Kennan, Ul 6 Sonner
kennanss@jmu.edu, x3325

UC
There are many positions
open, so contact the
individual supervisors for
details and deadlines!

Julia Hornlck, S.O.S.
walshhjeSjmu.edu, x2895
Debbie Miller. E & C
millerdma.jmu.edu, x655l
Allison Coonley, Ul Marketing
coonleaxsjmu.edu, x3583
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FOR

WRITERS DESIGNERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR THE 2001-2002 BLUESTONE,
JMU'S AWARD-WINNING YEARBOOK.
Applications will be available MARCH 19 outside the
Bluestone office door, located in Anthony Seeger Hall, room 217.
Questions? Call the office at x6541.

a pool tournament
TODAY, March 22
At South View Clubhouse
Registration 4:30-5:00
Tournament Starts at 5:00
"Limited to the first 32 participates!

Winner Receives A Weekend
Getaway For Up To Six
People At Bryce Resort!
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments-and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons

Stone Gate

1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

South View

> '

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 9 301-5:30 pm
Sat ioam-4 pm
Sun Noon-4 pm
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TopiC: If you could
have any animal in the
world as a pet, what
would it be and why?
"A monkey, and
everyday I would
dress him up just
like me."
uJiawus — jKiit

HOUSE
Jonathan Teichman

Senior class challenge ... any takers?

freshman, international affairs
"/ would have a
mouse, so l could
set it free in the
Festival."

Khalil Garriott
freshman, SMAD
"A pig, because il
would make me feel
better about myself."

Shannon Evenstad
freshman, ISAT

f-K)

A A

"A large dog
because they have
more personality
than any other ret
you could own."

Joshua Bowman

"I would want a tiger
because they are big
and mean and scare off
weirdos."

Lesley Brown
freshman. SMAD
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On one of the most active univer- engraved bricks for the alumni center a
sity campuses in the stale, more popular cause?
Perhaps it is due to JMU's lack.of
where protests, strikes and campaigns aimed at change, make campus funding, as JMU is the most underMWI weekly, one has to wonder how funded stale college or university in
JMU students pick and choose their Virginia, according to the General
Assembly's
Joint
Legislative
efforts to try and better the university.
The Senior Class Challenge com- Subcommittee on Higher Education
mittee is woefully behind its goal of Funding Policies, in the January 16
getting 1,100 seniors involved in the issue of The Breeze. Maybe JMU stuchallenge, according to the March 19
issue olfhe Breeze. Only 115 students
-66
have pledged money to this year's
It is not hard to see why
challenge. Last year, more than 800
students pledged to the SCC by graduparting with the smallest
ation lime according to the issue.
donation would be like
A donation is intended to serve as
"a small token to give to the college to
pulling teeth from some.
improve for others to follow in the seniors' footsteps," said senior committee
?5—
co-chair Sarah Bittenbender, in the
March 19 issue of The Breeze. One wonders why such an active senior class, so dents feel they have spent enough on
seemingly ready to make a difference Iheir activities and school fees?
Is this why seniors are less willing
at JMU, has chosen not lo take this
to fork over the suggested $15, $25 or
route of improvement.
Perhaps it is the gift. Do seniors not $50 donations before graduation?
Perhaps it is because of the
support the committee's choice lo
donate money towards relocating the rumored recession we could be Hearcounty law library downtown and ing and the slowing job market thai
putting in a new reading room on the seniors have faced this spring. With
first floor or the idea of a mural in those so close to graduation unsure of
Warren Hall? If so, what made last what Iheir futures hold, it is not hard
year's choice of donations to individ- lo see why parting with the smallest
ual academic departments and for donation would be like pulling teeth

FROM THE WIRE

junior, art
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for some. Forget asking for pledges.
Seniors can also pledge increments
of $100, $150 or $200 to be donated
over a three-year period following
graduation, but facing the aforementioned insecurities, who knows where
this class will be three years from now
and if they'll be able to pay-up on their
pledged donations.
With more students in this year's
graduating class than last spring's,
one would think tjiat the number of
donations and pledges would be higher by this time. If the SCC does not
meet its proposed challenge, the class
of 2001 will be the first to fall short
since 1992 according to the March 19
issue of The Breeze.
Perhaps students this year just
don't care about the challenge.
Bittenbender said, in the March 19
issue, "One student mentioned lo me
that he would not donate because
JMU got four years of tuition, why do
they need more?"
Despite all the possibilities, the
SCC's gift lo the university is a standing, visual representation of that class
and becomes a part of JMU's history.
Like protests, strikes and campaigns
thai students participate in to change
JMU and leave their legacy in the
school's records, the senior s gift lo
JMU each year is a positive mark to be
left on the school.

MATT LYNCH

SATs don't predict success with hangovers
When 1 took the SATs,
I thought it would
be a preview of college. That is the way they
make it sound, at least —
.ulmisMnns officers justify its
necessity because it is "a predictor of collegiate success" or
a
"test
of
potential."
Otn iiiusly, the SAT authors
are not college students
If they wen.', they would
not ask the definition of juxtaposition, the length of the
hvpotenuse or any other triviality which has no real bearing
on college success.
This and other lialllSllCSSI
prompted
University
of
( attfomla System President
Richard Atkinson to call last
month lor the removal of the
SA1 from college admketan
•tandardl But the removal of
SAT requirements from the
ailmlailnni proceei removes
one problem by creating
another. The SAT may be Hvoloui and unsuccessful in its
goal ot showing likeh collegiate success, but the goal itself
is important — admissions
officers need some way to
judge candidates beyond nonuniform high school grades;
some way lo determine
whether or not their applicants
will succeed ki a college setting
Enter
the
SCTCS:
Situations!
Combat
Training for College
Students llu' concept is simple: l.'st high schixil seniors'
college potential by grading
Iheir performance in ,i serieaol
Simulated challenges fated by
r. -.■ l college students — situations that Unkte current SAT
questions, really show probable academic performance.
With that in mind, here is a
rough outline of the kind of
challenges s truly mesningful
admissions
test
would
include, to take place ovei one
weekend bi the nil of the high

increased potential for success write a paper for a Monday
class. This is perhaps the best
in college.
Jackass Avoidance/Recovery
indicator of college success, for
The skills evaluated in this there are few places as lonely
particular situation are valu- or depressing as the library on
able not only in a college, but a Saturday night. Those who
throughout life. The test-taker can shed their dignity and
should be placed in a high-risk study when absolutely necessetting: a barstool next to an sary are good candidates.
unlikable (or, even more dan- Those who cannot resist going
gerous, attractive) T.A. while out even in cases of academic
feeling mild intoxication, for emergency, regardless of their
instance — and have his or her SAT scores, are not.
Such a test, I understand,
reactions examined. The best
candidates might not be wholly realistic
or
completely
objective. But if
will avoid
making asses standardized tests are necesmon in early
••
them- sary, they might as well be
collegiate life: Jf Q c^/?/ cm pQSS fa of
selves alto- meaningful. The SAT measresisting the
gether, but ures vocabulary and basic
temptation to
Hangover Recovery
those who math skills. Period.
sleep off nauchallenge... it is a solid do screw up
While it might be helpful to
sea
and
("You know, possess this knowledge, the
headache,
indicator
of
future
success
I really was- true predictors of college sucdisregarding
. n't sick the cess are more practical than
self-con-99day
that trivial. It is not whether stusciousness by
paper was dents can determine the analogoing to class
without showering and man- due . .") and manage to recov- gy between imbibing and
aging to focus in class despite er ("Actually, 1 was at a rally regurgitating, but whether
they can make it to lecture
daydreams about being in bed. for increased teaching uril
This is the first test for the like- tant wages ...") are almost ,is despite doing both the previous night
lihood of collegiate survival. If impressive.
a student can pass the Staying-in-Bed-AII-Day But despite Atkinson's
proposal, the SAT is in
Hangover Recovery challenge Resistance
little danger. As long as
Due to its location in the
— proving he or she values
school highly enough to study weekly lineup, Saturday natu- admissions officers require
through pain — it is a solid rally lends itself to waste. This some uniform way to compare
challenge tests the student's students, standardized exams
indicator of future success,
will be the norm, and the SAT
Brutally Boring Lecture ability to accomplish some
thing on a day generally spent — the oldest and most familiar
Survival
This test, while applicable wearing pajamas and watch- of these tests — will survive
to potential college students, ing college sports. Few can regardless of its frivolity. But if
could also be used in screening resist the siren song of they truly wanted to find some
for the CIA. It is basically the Saturday television — particu- way to judge students' likeliability to resist mental torture: larly during a James Bond hood for college success, these
Despite monotone, poor marathon on TBS — but those officers would be better off
organization or any other who can an? definitely solid testing the way they deal with
painful fault of some profes- prospects for academic suc- hangovers, bad professors,
laziness and temptation.
sors, the test-takers must not cess.
Paper
Crisis
At least that analogy would
only stay awake but take rela- Monday
be accurate.
tively coherent notes, Few can Management
Every college student,
avoid the lure of sleep, daydreams or a crossword puzzle regardless of major, will at
when presented with such a some point be forced to make This article appeared in the March
challenge ... but those who the ultimate sacrifice: spend- 8 eidition of the University of
can certainly
have an ing a weekend in the library to Wisconsin's The Badger Herald.

school senior year
Hangover Recovery
Similar lo the ability of (op
athletes to play through pain,
this portion of the skills test
determines the subject's ability
to attend morning class
despite waking up on the
bathroom floor, painted in
magic marker courtesy of his
or her friends, with no memory of the previous eight hours.
It is a fitting first challenge for
prospective students because
it is one of the
most
com--
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Pat...

Darts
and
Pats

Dart...

A "lMj:-ih.inks for-helpini*-int:-ouf' pat lo Bryan, Who
helped me install .1 new hatter) in m\ car
Sin! in /A a ^umfiil stinor who mil ti>iv\ci be
indebted to youfor your mechanical talent.

A "did-St.-Louis-move-to-Puerto-Rico?" dan lo The
Breeze for their U.S. map in section 2. page 13 on
Monday.
From the students in the geography department that
didn i realize Wyoming moved to Kansas.

Dart...

Pat...
A "thanks-for-saving-my-breakfast" pat lo the girl
who killed the big. scary creature that was crawling
across my plate at a campus eatery earlier this week.
Sent in by tin extremely gratefid freshmen who wants
to alert everyone of our four-legged friends who seem lo
enjoy campus food just as much as we do.

A «a> t<-Mow-it" dart tOtheJMU student body for
not attending the first two rounds of the WNIT here on
campus ulk-n JMl "s women were playing.
Sent in by someone who thinks that your failure to
support HA h u great accomplishment has cost us hosting more tournament games; even the funds, if our
women keep winning.

Dam A Pats an submitted
anonymously and printed on a spaceavailable Oasis. Submissions are
based upon one person s opinion of a
th en situation, person or event and
do not necessarily re/lect the truth.

Dart...

Pat...
A"l-ncver-kncw-how-beautiful-a-sunsct-could-beuntil-l-saw-one-in-Acapulco-with-you" pal to my amazing boyfriend.
Sent in h\ a girl who will always do absolutely urnthing for sou and who U>\ u sou with all of her heart.

A '"why-<k>-you-hale-us-!ikc-a-discase" dart to our
neighbor jerks who have called the cops ihe last two
times we had friends over to grill out.
Sent in by some confused juniors wlu> wonder why you
would try to get peoiMe in tn>Me for lulling a good lime
instead of politely discussing your problem with us.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-being-such-good-sports" pat to all the
people who attended the heallh passport event "Diet for
a New America."" We appreciate your patience with us
while searching for a remote control and we hope,
despite the cra/.iness. that you did get something out of
the movie.
Sent in by three students who represent a wonderful
organization and team lo make a difference.

\ "watch Miur-flailing" dart lo my rooinmale with
the "elbow from Hell" thai fell the need lo connect wilh
my eyeball Saturday nigN and then ignored me as I
stumbled around looking for the keg.
From an annoyed and blind roommate who was
seen taking people out w ith her hike on the Quad due
to her handicap.

Pat...
E-mail darts and pats to bree/edp<« holmail.com

Dart...

\ "thanks for-being-considerate" pat to the cute girl
at URKC who offered to let me use the rowing machine
that wasn't broken, since I was there first.
Sent in by a very shy junior who thought you were
very nice and should hove ttruck up a conversation with
sou msteiul of running on the track.

A "quit-your-moaning" dart lo the girls sitting
behind me in our biology class the other day.
From a junior who thinks sour continuous commentary about fellow classmates is rude at best. Maybe if
you would shut up and pay attention, you might actually learn something.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Alumni upset with Democrats'
protest or Thomas' speech
To the Editor.
In reading the article, "Democrats Protest
Thomas," 1 was disappointed to see the lack of
education and openmindedness the College
Democrats typically see themselves the champions of. On a few ocassions they mentioned the

"votes" that Clarence Thomas has made. Don't
they know that judges don't vote? They render
decisions. Also, Thomas is not a chief justice, but
a Supreme Court justice. Our drier justice is
William Rehnouist Perhaps they should educate
themselves on Ihe Supreme Court before they
proceed with protests.
Secondly, their logic is flawed in saying the

university is hypocritical in bringing Thomas to
speak. If nothing else, the university should be
applauded. James Madison would have wanted
all views to be discussed and represented. By
assuming that Thomas does not hold views conristenl with all students shows just how closeminded the College Democrats can be. Not
everyone has the same views as they do, and I'd

venture to say that not even 50 percent of the
student population feels as they do.
Be open and receptive to new and differing
ideas. You are at college to get a well-rounded
education that covers alt perspectives, not just
yours. The university has done a great job by
see LETTERS, page 9

TAMES MADISON
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THE TIME
IS NOW!
DON'T MISS YOUR
CHANCE TO ORDER YOUR
2003 CLASS RING!

JMU 2003 RING SALE March 22nd - 23rd
March 26th - 30th
Post Office Lobby
jUJLi^/~
10 am-4 pm
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
I£TTER8,from pa%e 8
bringing speakers such as Ralph Nader,
Clarence Thomas, Maya Angelou, G.
Gordon Liddy and Holocaust and AIDS
survivors. While these people don't have
the same agenda and philosophies, they all
came to help give you an excellent, topnotch education.
I read nearly every issue of The Breeze
online. I know your paper devotes a great
deal of space to student protests and the
activities surrounding them. I have no
problem with protesters and agree it's
fully within their rights to do so.
In the future, before you protest, perhaps
you should educate yourselves more and be
willing to listen to an opinion that's different
from yours. That's the problem with this
country
today.
Republicans
blame
Democrats. Democrats blame Republicans.
Neither really listen and work with each
other. Maybe if we can start fostering cooperation, rather than divisiveness, the youth of
today can really make a difference.
Tun Cooke C94)
Centreville

To The Editor.
I am a 1999 graduate of JMU who keeps up with
school news via The Breeze online. I was particularly interested in the coverage of Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas' speech of a few days ago.
What particularly interested me was your
coverage of the protestors. When I read the
quote from one of the College Democrats purporting that. "(James) Madison is the father or
the Constitution. The university is so full of
hypocrisy to have Clarence Thomas speaking
because of all the things that he is doing that go
against the Constitution," I had to laugh. I am
wondering what makes this sophomore believe
that he is mure qualified to expires .m educated
opinion on the meaning of the Constitution
than a sitting Supreme Court justice of the
United States?
How many of Thomas' opinions have these
protestors actually read? Have they actually
read any? Can they name a single case in which
Justice Thomas delivered the opinion of the
Court? Can they even cite an issue on which
Justice Thomas has delivered an opinion? How
many of those opinions do they understand?
How can these people expect the rest of us to
take them seriously when they criticize a man
about issues on which they haven't even bothered to educate themselves? The hypocrisy that
has been exhibited is by those who exercise

i . | iod-gtven right to free speech and then
rum around and try to prevent others from

our right. To respect the voices of others, whose
ideas may differ, is our responsibility.

exercising theirs.
The right to freedom of political speech is
one of America's bedrock principles. I am not
attempting to suppress anyone's right to free
political speech. What 1 am suggesting is that
this right is not a one-way street. There are
responsibilities that people have when they
exercise their rights. This exchange of rights and
responsibilities is called citizenship, something
that everyone in America takes for granted,
myself included. One of the responsibilities that
j;ivs with free political speech is the idea that
the speaker should be informed. When people
stand up and shout anything and everything
without educating themselves on the issues to
which they arc speaking, they are shirking their
responsipihlu~- a1- citizens and damaging one of
the bedrock principles that the namesake of our
university fought to create and protect.
To all those people who disagree with
Thomas' positions, that is our right. To allow
him free access to our university to speak is our
responsibility. None of us have the right to
attempt to silence the people we disagree with.
To the contrary, it is our responsibility to defend
their rie,ht to speak as tenaciously as we would
defend our own. To vigorously voice our opinions and try and persuade people to our ride is

Jason Snyder C99)
Camden, N.J.

Class educating during Eating
Disorders Awareness Week
To the Editor
(in behalf of the HTM 456 Program
Planning Class, I would like to personally
thank all of the students who visited our information tables and signed our Fearless Friday
pledge this week. Students pledged that they
would not diet or criticize their bodies or the
bodies of others for a day. In signing this simple pledge, students showed how much they
care about the issue of eating disorders and
their tellow students.
Eating disorders are not a new problem to
.ins,- on college campuses However, with the
recent loss of one of our own students, the JMU
community has taken steps to increase knowledge of the issue to prevent such a tragedy
from occurring again.
Our aim as a class was to make students
see EDAW, ptgt W

! Top Ten Reasons to Work at UD

fjlavot #IJ he week-

Chocolate Peanut Butter

James Madison University

The Clothesline Project:
March 27th & 28th 11:00am-4:00pm

PC Ballroom
Take Back the Night:
March 27th 5:00pm The Commons
*Rain Location Grafton-Stovall Theatre*
Sponsored by The Office of Residence Life,
First year Involvement, The Women's Resource,
Take back the Night Coalition, The Office of
Sexual Assault Education,
and Laughing Dog Productions

10. Gain real world business experience
9. Build your resume
8. Make money
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
I.

Build personal and professional relationships
It's better than making coffee or copies
Have fun!
Be part of a team
Network with national companies
Win a cruise
Support your college community

Mark
arketing
I N T E R N S H I

PS 200 1*-^

■ wtll be interviewing on vour campus
February 15 and March 29.
To let up an interview,
or for more information on
rewarding iummer
sales A marketing internships.
call I-800-743-S5S6 x!57.

(•301 M1-SSS6 ■ fv
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OPINION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
EDAW, from page 9
aware of the dangers of eating disorders and the
treatment resources available on campus. The
Women's Wellness Fair will have more tables
featuring information about eating disorders
today in the PC Ballroom from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The R.E.A.GH peer educators will be doing their
"Mirror, Mirror" presentation at 11 a.m.
Please continue to show your support for this
important issue by attending the fair Remember,
what you learn could save a life.
Kimberly Vance
junior, health sciences

Coach feels athletes should be
highlighted for accomplishments
To the Editor

With spring break and all the other issues t.ik
ing place on campus. I can understand a topic
not getting a headline. But for track to not even

be mentioned in the sports briefs is a grave tnju*
tice to the four JMU athletes who earned five All
American honors at the recent NCAA indoor
track championships and the 19 athletes who
earned 12 All-Fast honors and finished seventh
M .i learn out of more than 60 at the ICAA
(EMtem) Championships \-. | national-level
program that annually produces All-American
athletes, we on continually DION frequently recognized away from our campus than we are on
our campus.
Bill Walton
head track and field coach

Tri-Sig discusses Cakewalk
To the Editor

On Thursday, March 15, many members of the
JMU community gathered at the Cakewalk
C'.inmal, an event intended to raise money and
awareness for eating disorder education. Since first
publicized, the Cakewalk has raised some questions. We wen- approached to sponsor the event

following the death of Tn-Sigma member I-eslie
George. When initially contacted, we too had
some concerns about the apparent contradiction
of Involving food in an event directly related to
earing disorders. After sharing our plans for the
Cakewalk with members of administration,
health services and Leslie's parents, our concerns
wore relieved as we received approval for the
event
Although we never attempted to pn'sent eating desserts as an alternative to eating disorders,
we believe that desserts can be a part of a well-balanced diet. Just as the house editorial in the March
15 Issue of The Breeze stated, we agree that eating disorders are not about food or the body,
but involve much more complex issues. While
we acknowledge that we do not possess the
capabilities to combat these issues on our own,
through fundraising, we are able to add to
resources that provide future education to
people about eating disorders.
The goal that we hoped to achieve through
this year's Cakewalk has been met. We raised

nearly $3,(XW for the Leslie George Memorial
Fund. The contributions will be used to
develop and maintain a JMU-based eating
disorder Web site as well as to fund future
presentations and educational programming.
Through all of the publicity the Cakewalk
received through Q101, JMTV, The Breeze and
others, increased attention has been brought
to the importance of eating disorder awareness.
We know that our single event will not alleviate the problems of those suffering with eating disorders at JMU. While at the Cakewalk,
however, we watched Mr. George's eyes swell
with tears as he studied the beautifully decorated cakes displaying heartfelt messages in
remembrance of I-eslie and we realized that
our effort to educate students about eating disorders was well worth the time and money.
Julie Cemosek
junior, nursing
Rebecca Megel
senior, IDSS

breezedp@hotmail.com

Send a Delft, send a Pelt.

CMISS SPOTLIGHT
Women's History Month
\.

H4U£5PAY 3/22

PeUtccU KutuU 7ftc@Uud

Comedy Zone
DJ and dancing

Thursday March 22, Wilson Hall, 7pm

"X-Factor"

time... life-changing and inspirational." I.es Broun

Back by popular demand
9:30p.m.-1:30a.m.
$5 cover

IntvitKUitoMLt mhmtm 4 Pa-net

Cc/rJbAM 3/25

Monday March 26, Warren Hall Loft (4th floor). 7pm
Come celebrate International Women's Da> »ilh us at this

Student

9p.m. -I a.m.
No Cover

Hip Hop Night

share stories of their rcpective countries.

for MuHiculturfll/Iittsrnotioltol

Karoake

U)Eb\J££bAM V2%

second annual twin. Listen as fiw international women

Csnttr

The laughs start at 9p.m.
S3 cover with college ID, S5 without

F£ibAM/£ATWbAM 3/23 Si V21*

Patricia Russcll-McCloud is the greatest orator of our

Any Questions Contact

located in Four Points Sheraton

Services

ot

9:30p.m. until?
No cover

-6636

500,000 New Books

60%-90% off retail

*Must be 21 or older*
1400 East Market St. • Hamsonburg, VA 22801
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037

How long do I have to lie here and hold
her before I can get up and go home...

In the Heart

100 Planes
100 Years

of the Sea

HEART

TW tragedy o( ltw

WhoWiip h«i

The First Century

(hardcover retail

ol Aviation

S2495I

Our Price
s
6.50

s

Only 10.00

March 24 thru April 8
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from

9AM-7PM

Daily

Wide
Seleilion ol

Frommer's
Travel
Guides
Great Selection of

Thousands of
Children's Books

Peterson's field Guides

lor the U.S.,
turope I
the World!

from preschool thru young odull

Computer Books
from IDG, McGiow

Great Buys on
Betty Crocker
Cookbooks
New Cookbook

$10 00

Slow Cooker Cookbook S/ SO
Bisguick Cookbook
Cookie Book

...Is thirty seconds enough?'

$7 50
S6 SO

Jusi because the) *>;■> it's safe docsn'i mean sex can*) be dangerous emotionall)
\\ hile you're

M)

inaj "I love you, youi paitnei ma) bo ihmking "I love it."

Fot great Information on love, sex ind relationships, |usl go to

Plus...
Great selections ol religion, history, Civil War, lileialuie,

3 3»S

mystery & suspense, science & nature, relerenee, audio

L ocated IS minutes south of JMU, between Harrison

books, on'iques price guides, health t self-help, Boyd's

burg & Slounton Toke 1-81 to exil 240; turn eosl on

Bears, ond more

Green Valley

BverySludent.com (headline quoted ln»m

IIK-

mo\u-

wiu-n Many Mci Sally )

(Quantities limited; arrive early lor best selection)

Rd. 682 & wotth for the signs (all for brochure

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

T*I* 1 4 /il I

2 192 Green Valley Ln„ Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (800)385-0099

Campus Crusade for Christ • Thursday at 8 00pm • Health Sciences Auditorium
dan llynn </Hiscm org
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ASK OCL
Dear OCL,
My friend and I are going abroad first semester and we are looking for
two females who are going away in the spring. We wanted to set up an
apartment before we leave and someone we can sublet from. Is there a
database or any central location for people looking to sublet next spring
in private houses or smaller apartment complexes? - Lesley 2003
Lesley, a couple of things to think about: Have you considered living on campus for the semester that you will be here? This can be ideal because ORL releases
you from your year- long contract with them if you -ire in a program associated
with JMU (studies abroad, internship etc). No worries about subleasing or paying
rent for the months you are not in the 'Burg. When you sign
a contract off campus for 12 months, you are held to the
twelve months unless you get a military transfer. If you arc
decided that off campus is where you want to be, then check
out the complexes - some of them do offer semester teases.
Olde Mill is one that comes to mind, but call around and
£^\
ask...it can't hurt! Finally, checkout our Web
site ( wfsl.jmu.edu/ocl) and look under Housing
I istings/Sublets You can scan through that to find possible
places to sublet (or the semester If at all possible you want to
avoid signing a 12-month lease OCL also has a box in our

■ _■■

Tri Delta and
Delta Sigma Pi

office with names of potential semester shares. Don't overlook checking with the
Studies Abroad Office and see if they have a list. Good luck!
Hey! My three roommates and I would all like to sublease our rooms for
the summer. We have listed our apartment, which has individual leases,
on your Web site together. What if only one person wants to sublease a
room from our apartment? Which one of us gets the payment? Do I get
first dibs on subleases because I thought of subleasing first and I listed?
- DAB 2002
What a great question. DAB! Even the best of roommates have been know n ti i
fight over who gets dibs on subleases, especially since you listed together Tin- eM
iest thing would be for you each to list separately. In the comment
of the listing, add that there are three other rooms in th.it apt available for
sublease as well. This will be helpful if there are a couple of people looking to live together. In the meantime, if someone tails and wants to rent
for the summer, it would seem fair that the person who had the initi.itiw
and did most of the footwork to list your place should get "first dibj W
recommend you talk this over with your roommates BEFORE someone
calls to avoid any hard feelings. When you do sublease be sure to ari .1
deposit and all pertinent information (home address, parent name etc.).
Fill out a sublease contract, and remember, ultimately YOU are tttponslble for the apartment.

Purple Dawg Pizza

presents:

Delta Dating Game

3pm and 7pm

March 30th
2:45 Grafton Stovall

every Wednesday

Tickets: $4 audience
$.t to play

buffalo wings are

Penny Wars
will begin March 26th
- 29th on the Commons

Benefits St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital
f*S?**h

Now between

just 25<t!
a.

^r*

*v*

^r*

^r*

^r*

^e*

^r*

^e*

af

a«

1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

438-9620

mnDison
connecTion
Caller of the Month
■

*

V Sarah Kolman

A Few

freshman

HOUSES

Psychology^
I ii'.'I is li Major

This year alone, the Madison
Connection has raised...

$502,295

The Wtit'niiH <onnection is a team of student leader* who call parents.
alumni, and friends of thr university for resources to enhance the
academic <f athletic programs /or all James Madison Vniveeslty students.

riirx-k our our waba»ita for additional Info or to apply onlina:

uiuiui.Jmu.edu/madisonconnectlon

Still Available
1 - 8 Bedrooms
FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management Im

^-./l CIEfY
4o4-OIOU
715 Port Republic Rd.
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — You're Impetuous .11 first bui reality slows you down ih.it'>
OK. You'll go further ,il ,1 steads JMU' You're selling >pmi records in April, then logging
.ilong in May. You know everything in June, or where to find it UflS this knowledge in
July, in .1 private Ntting I ove ll nearby in August, and commitment is required You
wanl to play m September but work brings in thi- bounty. Save enough for yourself In
November. In IX"cember, spend enough to reach your destination lighten your Kit to
fund adream in February lake time to smell the rosei m Match
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
_jR)day Is .11> — Adapt your orbit
a soth.it you start circling doser to
^^W Earth You may soon have to land

this c L .itt and take care of practical
matters But before that happens, you and
yOUf leanvnates have one more shot at

glory,
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^i Today is a 7 — Behind-the-scenes
^^ft^)iU'gotkition> could lead to ,in excel
CCJT lent deal — or two. A friend may
be in on the scheme, but you don't
need lo broadcast your intentions.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7
Your friends will
--pur you 10 new heights, if you'll
let them Go ahead and try some
thing outrageous on S dare. No
guts, no glory1

fa

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 -- You and B Spei lal
V friend like to hang out together
You don't talk much, but that's
OK. fust being together helps
you work through your worries. Visit
that person and let I puzzle vou've been
working on fall Into place
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
today is an S — This should be
i3/
part of your three-day weekend.
r
You're nowhere near ready to set
tie down set i ha call of the wild
is still ringing in vour ears

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

t
Today is a 6 — A quiet day conA I A ,ernP',inn8 your next creative
s^Mss project would be wonderful. If
you have another job to finish
tirst. try to concentrate. Then get back
Into your fantasies as soon as possible.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 — Practice makes
pertei t, and that's vour assignment. A thousand repetitions ot S
simple t.isk will set it firmlv in
yOUt SUbCOTHH ions. SO you'll never h.ive
10 think about it again
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 — You'd like to stay
. %¥ home today to cuddle with sour
*J^SJ^ sweetheart Playing with the kids
would also be loads of fun, and
you'll probably win every game. Enjoy,
because there won't be as much slack
tomorrow.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 — You could get the
Sk
overwhelming urge to rearrange
T&fa vour furniture. You may even
want to throw it all out and buy
new furniture. How long has it been sin. e

you've done mat? Not thai yi

good .it sorting. Rling and keep

I tag things in rows You may even
- be able to read a column of numbers as if they were words on a page. It's
a natural talent of yours and today it will
come in handy.
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29
30
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38
40
41
42
45
46
47
49
50
53
55
56

would, of course.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
X Today is ,i (>
A sers intelligent
Woman can help sou solve the
riddle, she s not very far awa)
from you. either She may esen be
a close relative. The hardest part svill be
admitting that she knows something sou
don't.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

. Today is a 6 — You're pretty

i

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)

1
7
11

^ Today is a 6 — You could get that
JL ^k\ raise you're after, or the better job
yj It doesn't necessarily mean tin re's
more work involved, but that
doaen'l mean things will be easy tletting
past your own doubts is your first assign
ment
—Tribune Media San ices
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ACROSS
Searches
Identical
d'lsere,
France
Equatorial
Truant Gl
Gone by
Neglect
Blackthorn
Full-house
letters
Annoyance
Wet behind the
ears
Way in
Prejudices
South African
goiter Ernie
Precious stone
Type of pear
Enrage
Abrogate
Ways to walk
Scand. country
Tales on a grand
scale
Of the skeletal
system
Flaccid
Essences
Plaines, IL
Enthusiast
Small spars
Wisdom tooth,
e.g.
Educate
Precautionary
measure
Auto gear: abbr.
Favored ones
Sell out
been had!
Exclamation of
resignation
Contents of a
will
Ballpoint or quill
Thin but strong
Fashions
DOWN
Trademark swab
Entreat
earnestly
Untold centuries
Verbalized
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:
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Growing weary
Perlumed
Jaunty
Pointed tools
Barn bellow
Mournful writers
Flower holders
Go along with
Ducks' relatives
Weasels' kin
Tribal
_ mot
(witticism)
Therefore: Lat.
Pinocchio or
Ananias
Long, narrow cut
Eliminate
See 23D
Turl piece
Wage-slave's
refrain
Himalayan monk
"SportsCenter"
stn.
Lefty
Network of
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"Nova"
Sulawesi
Wisest
Divest
Nettle
Poe bird
Weighty
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BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES
Mountain View

**

Variety of Homes
Variety of
Town homes

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management, Inc.

2 & 3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

The LARGEST
4 Bedroom Suites

Madison Gardens

Madison Square

Madison Terrace

3 Bedrooms,
w/ 3 Private Decks

3 Bedroom
Townhomes

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms

University Place

3 Bedrooms
& WetBar

5 Gingerbread House

3 & 4 Bedrooms

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com
info(fl FunkhouserManagement.com

1

1

54 Full of furrows
56 Headhner
57 Sea east of the
Caspian
58 Deserve
59 Indigo and anil
62 Actor Wallach

Just The

-1,2,3.4,45
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

L

I

E

MO GIMMICKS
Madison Manor

13

1
P

■.<

21

■'!

1

1-4 Bedrooms
in Historic Home

131
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section Two

As Napster struggles to make a deal with record companies, students are
among those most affected by the change
Story by contributing writer Cindy Thaxton
Photos by staff photographer David Clementson
Napster, the world's largest fill
sharing community with
approximately 64 million registered tiMTs. has been under suit by
the Recording [ndutif) Association of
America (K1AA) tor over a year tor
contributor copyright infringement.
The record industry has argued
that Napster users infringe on copyright protections when they than
tiles Napstet however, argues that the
Audio Home Recording Act (AHRA)
states w||fen have an absolute right to
ireate and transfer digital music for
nonoonumrdal purposes."
Though Napster has been allowed
to remain operational as it tries to
reach a dt\il with the record labels, it

the poniblUt) of paying Unions
ct dollar. In damages it its lawsuit
BJOCfl to trial.
In an article on the Napster Web
Bile (.'.' itflpster.com), research company Uehnoi/e, said 2.7 billion songs
were traded through Napster in
February alone Damages for such
Infringement! can reach $150,000 per
song. Napster has alread\ ottered the
recording industry a guaranteed $1
billion ovet five yean, outside any
potential damage* In the case, in
return tor a temporary legal cease-fire.
It also wishes to obtain licenses to distribute music through a paid Napster
subscription service, effective m July.
rhe induatry aimed the utter down.
"Napstei is the extreme," said
Charles Alvug, associate professor of
oomputeradenoa "it's absurd to think
all musk should be tree, MK\ IIH'V
need to be held accountable, but I'll
leave it to i tudae to decide how."
Junior Andrew |ones agreed a
membership fee should be applied for
dovt nloading music."It's like going to
the movies tor tree." JonCl said
Sophomore JastHI Aikeas also sees
the need tor a membership fee.
"Musicians are not flatting paid myalIK-S lor all tlie muak that is downlo.ul.xl lr I wanted 10 take the time, I
LOUId download an entire CD from
Napater and bum it on mv burner.
I ntortunatelv. I del that the service will
change so that you have to pay for it,
but I also (eel that the tmisu i.ms stiould
ajel mebdueciedBl for their work."
Armed with a court oreiered PIBJUlal
Injunction, nvim nAiwdkikkruve forced
NapshT to hlmi. sonp. fnmi being shared.
In an article by John Borland at
CNETnewt.com, Napster attorney
I ).i\ id holes sakt "What we an-doing
is inserting a step between the uploading and the viewing ot the index that

Sophomore Matt Pugh Mate
will block out Bpedfic filenames."
The order gives Napater three days
to remove unauthorized musk tram its
system, but first requires musk labels
to provide Napster M Ith the song title.
artist name, tile name and Certification

that nay control the copyright The
order alSO allows record labels to provide Napater with Uataol songs not yet
released and not vet being traded on
the network. That allows the labels to
prevent songs trom becoming available on the sen Ice.
However; leaa than 24 hours after
the court order was implemented
most Of those songs were available
under new tile names that included
minor typos MKi misspellings. This
enabled people to work around the
new limitations Napstei is required to
help identifv variations of songs that
are slipping through fillers.
"Napstei iveds to he more active ill
policing shared tiles but they should not
be heldeconomically liable and have to
pay damages," said Ralph Grove asso
date professor ot computer seieme
The RIAAhaabeen actively enforcing its copvnght rights lor the past tew

In November^ 71 students at
Carnegie Mellon University wen' disciplined for illegal MP3 use after the
K1AA sent the schixil letters threatening I lawsuit.
(inn e s,ud lie beUevea the Industn

CDs
on sale
Or
$17.99!!

Sophomore Mike Wu contemplates buying a new CD or downloading the music
from Napster.

of MP3s downloaded from Napster.
is wonted about the future, when CDs
mav not be needed. "The recording
industry sees [his as the tirst wave of
something larger," he said. "The problem is the recording industn can t
prevent sharing of tiles and still
uphold the individuals' rights to share
tiles in a limited fashion.
"The recording industn- is at risk of
going overboard and starting to step on
tin- rights we alread\ have," he said.
Sophomore Colleen Norman said,
lltose artists sell millions of albums

even wee IK- MP3 files ass originally
made trom a CD, so someone has to be
bu\-ing tlu-CIX Besides, CD burner* .uv
on computers now and you can copy the
entne CD and not have to buy tnem. I
think that's worse than the MP3B

Alvug specializes In tntbnnatJon
security and related legal issues. 1 le
suggested the industn address tlu- high
price ot CDs, especially if an individual
is only interested in one song on a CD.
"IVices amid diop and people
wouldn't kvl such a need to
bvpiNS tU s«. -lun.' Alvug
said.
Sophomore
Ann I'ack said.
'I know that

it robs the
singers ot

money*
but

I'm not willing to go out and pan 11 1
each time I like a song. I think that if
the album has been released into die
stores, then it's not an infringement.
Everyone used to make copies ot tapes
from their friends, so this isn't that
much different."
Graduate student Susan Davis
agreed. " It's just the way technology is
moving. Same as copying CDs for
friends, fust not selling them
Abzug said the Copyright issue
needs to be fundamentally rethought.
"Technology has changed a lot ot tinrules of the games he said. "We owe
Napster a debt of gratitude tor bringing this issue into public debate.'
However, Ab/ug clarified, "You're
not paying for the copy, you're pa) Ing
for the production, advertisements.
distribution and so forth It needs to be
determined what is intellectual property, what should people ha\e to pay
for, what is a copyright and how much
the creator is entitled to toilet t aiul
under wlial circumstances."
Freshman Jenn Rubaekv said
I
think it's time the record rndustf)
adapts and tries to tap into this new

technology In a way that would be
profitable for them, jlie teehnolog\ is
out there, and if it's not Napster, it is
going to he another company.
Grove said while Napster needs to
be more active in policing shared hies
to allow individuals to .ontinue to
share files responsibly and legally the
recording industry needs to work with
Napster to present' individuals' rights
as well AS the rights of the artists
"There needs to be a way for files to
be shared and recordingartistslomake
money at the same lime ' Crow said
Allan Berg, director ot the i enter
for Research in Information Systems
Security Education, suggested a time
restriction be placed on tile sharing.
"For example after a song has been i*n
the shelves tor three yean it nun be
openly traded on Napster, Berg said.
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"It's not all fact, but it's all truth ...

Truth is something lhat moves you

Musical mastery

r

internally."

Medeski Martin & Wood will
plav ai the Convocation
Center March 30.

O

DAVID SCHECHTER

Author/director of
"Sundiata, Lion King of Mali"

See story below
See story page 17

Artist caught in sticky situation
Ht CpjUNNi

LAIRD

contributing »«filer

IANI MCHUGH m >■ n-'-wir1'"
Senior William Hinds and sophomore P.J.
Maske perform at Theatre II in -As Bees
in Honey Drown."

The draw of the art scene
is intense and magical. Yet
something unnaturally awkward happens when you
"pull back the velvet cord"
on a new writer, insecure in
success and struggling to be
true i»» himself while battling
the allure of the cunning
entertainment industry. He
will cither rise above the
industry thai wants to sell the
artist before the art, or stalk
helplessly M bee*, in honev
drown
This week at Theatre II,
'As Beea In Honev Drown,"
written by Douglass Cartel
BeaiM end directed by junior
Kathryn Lawson, sets out lo
a-mind the audience that truth
is man important than image
and integrity should remain
the artisfs chief oonoern

Aspiring author Evan
Wvler, played by senior
William Hinds, is new to
the New York art scene and
is on the brink of fame. He
is lured into the fabulous
world of fake Images pie
senteti to him. Unsure of
his talents, Wyler struggles
to remain true to himself
while battling the allure of
the cunning entertainment

Industry.
He quickly falls in love
with Alexa Vere de Vere,
played by sophomore PJ.
Masks She's a self-made,
kimono-clad con artist who
represents everything flashy
and ultimately frightening
about the world of entertainment
Hinds and Maske sowed
in the February Theatre II
rendition of "Valparaiso"
and reunite here with a new

chemistry that leaves the
audience with the chilling
reality that the naive Ivan
can st) easily become brain
washed by the charmingly
fabricated Alexa.
The deceitful Alexa hires
the freshly successful Evan to
write a screenplay of her
worldly and completely fictitious life. In the most
poignant scene, a vulnerable
and weeping Alexa breaks
her glamourous facade .md
con tides in f van the painful
details of her husband's suicide. The two then fall into
one another's arms in S declaration of love However,
the climax comes later when
Evan discovers that his blind
trust has turned him into
another victim of the industry, designed only to sell and

profit
Fast-paced and flashy, the

production opens on a Miiiu
five photo shoot that Serves
as the introduction of the two
main characters. Their contrasting personalities shine;
Evan is as nervous as Alexa Is
confident. The acting is
impeccably natural Maske is
almost frightening in depicting the essence of fakeness
and Hinds perfects aw kward
insecurity
The simple set. a design
of black and white, offsets
the mayhem ot the production, which cuts cincmatically from scene to scene much
like a screenplay. The use of s
neutral background and subdued
character
staging
would normally shame a

theatrical

production

Instead, these techniques
Serve lO highlight the real
focus of the play: the captivating dialogue. The only

focal points of importance
are tour black and white
pencil sketches depicting
SCton thai bang from the
ceiling

When

Evan

becomes

smitten with Alexa, the
images are brightly lit, indicating that he has become
absorbed by the deception of
the industry. When Evan
finally realizes that Alexa has
taken advantage of his innocence for the prospect of
tame, each portrait appears
as broken glass. Thus the
image reflects the shattered
dreams of a naive artist and
the falseness of images.
The second half of the
production details the mvsviA i i Alexa's past and ends
with Evans need for revenge
and search for truth. Alexa
see THE, page 18

Dancers grace
stage with art
and movement

Fkon . Nrteri . - DANrO ( I iv il
Experimental jazz trio Medeski Martin & Wood will perform at the Convocation Center on March 30.

Architects of experiment
Musical sounds of Medeski Martin & Wood coming to Convo
U> roM Su IM 11 l>l
senior M Hit r
Ibis is not your
mainstream
music
group or over glam
oun/ed pop artist, but
it is the semester's
largest campus concert
I it teen minute
acoustic |ams filled
with jazzy rhythms,
funk that just don't
quit and driving tunk
beats are the standard
(bl Medeski Martin &
Wood, the tno whose
unujue
blend
of
sounds will nil the
rafters
ol
the
c onvocabonC enter on
March »
(Ml is the springboard
tor
MMW's
spring tour and will be
the band's onh l asi

I .»ast stop until late
Maj
"I'm
definitely
pumped Up tor it; it
should be an upbeal
show." said senior
Rand) Warren, s veteran oj \1\H\ shows
I le said he expec ts
main tans to travel
from as tar awa) as
Washington i><
fa
the event I'm sure it's
going to be .1 total
dance party "
The trio of keyboardist lohn Medeski,
drummer Billv Martin
and
bassist
Chris
Wood will bring a style
ot music thai strays
trom the more commercialized link acts
I Diversity
Program
hoard often attracts

Its a style oi
musk and a genre ot
musk we haven't done
much in the past, and
we wanted to appeal
to a new audience
Instead of out t\ pical
rock audience." said
senior Kell)
Myer,
tri* director oi musi
Cal events.
^he said information from l\1l student
surveys MH\ MMW's
consistent success at
other college venues
made KHiking the jazz
M t a promising proposition which i PB has
pursued since lanuary.
"At
times
it's
experimental
|aZ2
when it's Milter, ,md at
times they pick up the
pace -md the whole

place is grooun'."
Warren said.
Returning to the
United States alter
touring Europe and
Japan, the band is promoting their newest
album. The Dropper,
released last fall. With
this
studio
effort,
\1\U\ adds S greater
hip hop flavor to its
characteristic sound of
experimental jazz
The U track record,
co-produced b\ hiphop engineer Scotty
Hard, whose resume
includes ventures with
Wu-Tang C Ian and
I'M Dawn,strays from
the band's SCOUStiC
roots. But fans ot
MMW's first-ever live
album, the aCOUStiC-

based Ionic, released In
2000, will tmd pleasing
similarities with the
group's continued ability to produce electrifying tunes
i lueat violinists, a
cellist and a saxophonist add to the versatile
songs featured on Tht
Dropper. The record
claimed the top spot on
CMJ's jazz album chart
for multiple weeka and
reached no two on
Billboard's jazz chart.
The breed of music
tans who an' drawn to
the spirited, dancehappy sounds of Plush
and other modem jam
bands form the fan
has,' tor MMW's cutting-edge blend of
scr JMU. page 16

Sights set clear 'through the eyes of a woman'
BY KI KKI SHANNON

contributing M ritei
A strong woman has the
faith thai she is strong enough
tor the journey, bul s woman of
strength has faith that it is in the
journey that she will become
strong."
rhe loumeys and struggles
o| a variety ot women were pre
sented at "Through the I yeSOfa
Woman," m Grafton*Stovall
Iheatre luesdav night 1 he pro
grain was sponsored In the
Women's Resource c enter.
Center
for
Multi
cultural/International student
Services, Women oi ( okw M^\
• i WsllnesaWBek
The above lines were in a
poem presented D) senior

Danielle Suggs snd junior
"We wanted people to see
Ketia stokes and were onl) a
the diversity of talents at |Ml
small dose
and lo be
ot the Creaware
ol
ativ. iiv that
Women's
was
. i
Histori
pressed by
Month,"
1^
presen
Shannon
ten at the
Mi Kenzie,
program,
i graduate
the presenassistant in
ters
usr,|
t
h
c
such
tech—Senior Danielle Suggs and Women s
niques
as
Resource
junior Kelia Stokes Center,
song,
|nevenler\ JI cieni
Brazilian
said,
"We
.lance
and
w ante d
poetn about
people
to
m enstrua*
nave fun. I
tion to share their \ lews on
think it went reallv well."
womanhood
The Women's Resource

ii

...a woman of strength

has faith that it is in the
journey that she will
become strong.

?7—

Center, along with CMISS,
has sponsored the program
each year since it was Hral
presented four years ago.
I his year they Im ited Women
ol t oior as well as Women's
Wellness Week, which is
sponsored by the University
Health l enter ' We wanted to
add diversity to the program
and to help us and them
advertise Women's History
Month/' McKenzie said
I he evening began with

musk by popular female artists
being played over the loudspeakers as more than 100
attendees arrived Lyrics like, i
depend on me if I want it," fmm
Mr WOMEN, page IS

BY KI KI BROOKS
contributing writer
The Contemporary Dance
Ensemble will celebrate the
movement and form of art in
their annual concert Situ rdav
The concert is a combination of eight pieces, five of
which are student -choreographed. The other three
include one choreographed by
dance professor Suzanne
Miller-Corse* and two pieces
by visiting artists.
Senior Courtney Hand
choreographed
her piece
"Along the Way" featuring 10
dancers Hand said while she
created the movements of the
dance, "the dancers bmught
feeling toil."
Hand said she worked
With various groups ol duets
and trios throughout the
place to emphasize relation
ships. "The piece is about
relationships,
how
they
change, how then- an' different people in your life and
about moving on."
Junior Lauren Spivcv I PS
ated her piece "Treading Air"
featuring seven dancers and
musk by the Beastie Boys and

also be supportive. The interactions we have with people
are the moments we take with
us as we continue to grow. The
dancers show this life to you
onstage and offstage."
Student director, senior
Sarah Clark, choreographed
"Spitfires, Bad Seeds and
Steel Magnolias," a refreshing and humorous piece
about
her
southwestern
Virginia roots. "It's based on.
my mom and her best'
Inends," she said. "Different
things make me laugh every
time I see it."
Senior
Aaron
Wine's
"Emergence From Within" is
the only solo piece in the concert. Beautiful costuming
accentuates his expressive
movement.
Miller t orao was inspired
to choreograph her piece 'Tres
Hermanas" which in English
translates as "Three Women"
from a book about four sisters.
She chose to focus on only
three at the sisters because the
fourth wasn't an active character in the book. "Hopefully
the audience members will get
I sensa of struggle, love, hope,

id < KYGABRJ] UnaffptuxttrjXZ
Contemporary Dance Ensemble members give their feet a
rest.
Baaba Seth. "The movements
are derived from nature,"
Spivey explained. "I brought
the dancers to the Arboretum
One d.iv, and I used yogi and
modem dance."
junior c asey Blake said
the concept of her piece
Caught." began with the
dancers, bul has since shifted. "The movement has
become more miens,' in combination with the design elements of light and costume.''
Blake said

1 lowever, the most impressive aspects ol the show are
not the lighting and stage
techniques The key to the suecess oi the concert is the
human relationships each
ortrays and how they
affect the audience through
the Interactions the dancers
experience on stage.
"Throughout our lives we
are in a constant struggle to
get In or to get ahead,'' Blake
said about her piece ' We can
hold others hack and WS I SJ1

and despair from the move

ments," MlUer-Corsosaid.
Gueal artists also contribute to the talent that will
echo through
the room

Saturday night
"There are different guests
every year," Clark said. Those
guests include great, up and
coming people in the dance
world. The two PieCCS aie
phenomenal and will be the
highlights of the show"
AvfVfl I ieismar, a graduate
of
New
York
I Diversity's Tisch School of
the
Arts,
and
Robin
I'ettersen, who teaches in
the
theatre and dance
department
at
the
I diversity of Wisconsin at
Whitewater, are this year's
guest artists
The piece
deismar adapted for the
dancers has been described
as a "mysterious dance ritual that explores a sensual
mo\ ement language."
-tv DANCE, page 18
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Artists create 'gameplan' of images at Zirkle House
Like a good poem, charcoal drawings and mixed
media pieces reveal deeper meaning and emotions
BY SOUTHERN SNOW

contributing writer

Zirkle House displays charcoal drawings of a family history and mixed media works of art
reflecting the media assault on society. Top left, Randall Kern's "The Child Never Dies." Top
right, Chris Broz's "Spoonfed by the s-curve" and above, "desire.**

It seems the complexity of
life as portrayed through art
poses no threat to the artists
often
featured
in
Zirkle House who,
without fail, poignantly
tackle
worldly
issues that become
personal
to
all
humans.
Senior
Randal Kern and junior Chris Broz are no
exception.
Kern's
drawing
and
Broz's
mixed
media are now on display at the Zirkle
House in a show
which exemplifies the
variety of exceptional
talent to come out of
JMU's art department.
The inspiration for Kern's
drawings was his father.
Kern's father was surprised
when he attended the opening
on Monday.
Through his work, Kern
conveyed the development of
character qualities, which are
enhanced by the medium he
chose: a combination of pastels
and charcoal.
Kern leaves out unnecessary detail and concentrates instead on line and
color to capture emotion.
"Somebody
to
Love"
entices the viewer to stop
and be swept into the calmness of its soothing lines. In
this drawing of a young
man. Kern used a colorful
but subtle background in
keeping with the peaceful
nature of his work.
The image presented in
"Father Figure" is strengthened
by Kern's choice of simple colors.
In "Now I Know Where I
Get it From," Kem again shows
his ability to capture the emotion of a scene with absolute
simplicity.
Bright oil pastels invite the

viewer to become a part of
"Ascension of Brotherhood."
"Young
Man,
Your
Mother's Cone" stands apart
from other works with its
black and white ink and

ZIRKLE HOUSE
HOURS:
MON. - THURS.
(NOON - 5 P.M.)
FRI. - SAT.
(NOON - 4 P.M.)
avoidance of clutter. It portrays Kem's father as a boy
with his mother who died of
tuberculosis when his father
was only 9 years old.
Kern's own mother said
she was especially touched
by this drawing because so
few pictures of her husband
with his mother remain.
From the freshness of youth
to the raw reality of age portrayed in "Senility Envelops,
Confusion Develops," viewers
of all ages will find something
to relate to in Kern's work.
Junior Chris Broz said his
mixed
media
collection,
"Useless Information," was
strongly influenced by modem British design companies
and that his art is a mix
between design and fine art.
He said in his artist's statement that his work is a "union
of phrases, slogans, patterns
and images tjiat are layered
upon one another to mimic the
relentless assault we're continually subjected to by the media,
society and even our own frantic thoughts."
Similar to a good poem,
the pieces like "a little
change" draws in viewers
and then reveals deeper

emotion, allowing viewers
to discover their own interpretation. Words, phrases,
photos and drawings combine in this creative composition which is done completely in red.
The pieces "everything," "100 dollar bill,"
"desire" and "heaven"
were all created in this
same style, but each
focuses on a different
color and theme. The
careful viewer will see
that some words or
phrases are used in more
than one piece, bringing
continuity
to
Broz's
work.
Other pieces such as
"spoonfed by the $curve" and "air pressure
americana" are more graphically based, and if for no
other reason than the title
alone, seeing a piece called
"she's a toaster oven" is
worth a trip to the Zirkle
House.
Broz's exhibit is highlighted by his accompanying
video, "gameplan," which
he said is about the social
anxiety one experiences
daily.
The
video
goes
through 38 "plans of action"
such as "6. acknowledge
your higher power," "9. capture some beauty (you'll
need it later ... )" and "33.
shiver to think there's something out there worth waiting for."
Although this was his
first experience with video
art, Broz shows incredible
talent by capturing the
essence of his artwork in an
entirely different form.
Senior Katherine Mason,
Zirkle
House
director,
described Broz's collection as
"exceptional work" and also
commented on the "great
craftsmanship" of his video.
Kern and Broz's work will
remain on display at the
Zirkle House until March 31.

Experimental Sounds
Hi I IRE Ml N T

WXJM presents' 'anything that's real'with
an array of Atari rock, punk, hip-hop, jazz,
R&B or electronic beats
B\ JESS GLADIS
staff writer
A young man rmmed Adam
and his "package ' v\ ill Iv headlining a show tomorrow night
at a WX|M-hosted event showcasing Atom and His Package,
Har Mar Superstar. Sau and
local band St. Paul Describes
the City.
Atom and Mis Package
consists of Adam Cioren and
his "package" — a sequencer,
guitar and other electronic
gear he uses to back his
humorous lyrics The resulting sound is a blend of highpitched vocals spouting
hilarious ideas, quMtloni
and criticisms with humor
ously
poppy electronic
beats and samples to back
up everything.
According to his Web site,
wwwMtomtiritihi^yiickii^i'coiii,
Goren came up with his oneman performance idea afU'r
experimenting with electronic gear. He is from outside
Philadelphia and was a member of several punk Kinds
during high sch.xil
"I didn't really intend for
Atom and His Package to be
a band." Goren said. "I wrote
songs on a sequencer when
my old band, Fracture, broke
up, and started playing
shows for fun. It was tun and
continues to be, so I'll keep
doing it." With two full-length
albums, A Society .'» /YiyiV
Vim.-./ /.'Win and the firs! CO,
as well as numerous other F.Ps,
Atom and His Package is rapid
ly gaining popularity. With
songs ranging from topics such
as, "getting rid of people who
annoy me with a gtgantk
crane" to "an obese ROUlMldtr
who excels in hockey because of
his size," Atom and his Package
is guaranteed to caiw hMVy
bouts of laughter, according to
an Interview with online punk
magazine BBRnntdbm
Another one-man show, Har
Mar Superstar, will also play at
tomorrow
night's
show.

According to his album's label's
Web site, wuirkillrcckslttrsxoms.
I lar Mar Superstar, also known
as Harold Martin Tillman,
d.'rived his stage name from
two sources: a childhood nickname and his favorite mall
whan he grew up in St. Paul.
Minn. Eccentric and witty, Har
Mar excels in the fine art of R&B
singing, spouting lyrics about,
"anything that's real — love,
hate, sex, money and clothes,"
he said.

X

ers. trumpets and Atari sounds,
Sau's sound is unique and inno
vative. The sextet began as
bassist Jon Sullivan's project
during high school in 1991.
While the band has "undergone
many music and member transitions, [it] now finds itself playing Atan rock laced with Moogs
and horns... then throw in a little Iron Maiden and you have
the sound of Sau." Sullivan
said. Influenced by bands like
Slayer, Earth, Wind and Fire.
Chicago and "the entire
Atari 2600 music catalog,"
Sullivan revealed, Sau has
released Eggs, Crimes and
Milk and BPepY2K and will
tour the North and Midwest
this spring.
Adding a viola and MPC
2000 sampler to the traditional drums, guitar and bass, St.
Paul Describes the City adds
an innovative, local feel to
the concert.
Comprised of mostly JMU
students, juniors Candace
Hamm, Rvan Thompson
and
sophomores
Max
Hubenthal
and
Tim

presents

Atom & His Package
Har Mar Superstar
Sau

St. Paul Describes The City gf -£ J&TC
began during fall 2000.
According to Westburg,
Tomorrow night at
the band's name "was a
title of a chapter in a book
Eagles Hall 7:30 p.m. $5
of religious propaganda
RYAN PUtXOSKV«npWOMllftr[that] refers to the book of
According to Har Mar,
Revelations,
specifically.
Paul's vision of the kingdom
"Michael lackson and Stevie
Wonder really inspired me of heaven."
With
influences
and
when I was younger. I guess
sounds stemming from "artthose two are responsible for
punk/post-punk,
hip-hop,
a lot of my sound."
electronic music, jazz, (and)
Har Mar's rocker brother,
'60s pop and psychedelic,"
known as Sean Na Na to the
according to West burg, their
music world, also encouraged
him Har Mar brought his sound can hardly be characterized as it blends several
amusing antics and creative
quirkiness to the stage and ||M genres. St. Paul is planning
to release a 7-inch vinyl
released his self-titled album
record soon, and eventually,
on the Kill Rock Stars label last
yeai I lar Mar revealed, this a full-length album.
The show will take place at
will be my first time in
Eagles Hall at 1235 Old Furnace
Harrisonburg [and] I'm ready
Rd tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m.
to rock it."
Admission is ^
Rife with Moog synthesiz-
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder "•**
why you didn't do it sooner.
Or* ol the fastest ways to build a retirement nest ego.

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH

15 through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

THE POWER OF TAX OEFERRAt

Annuit« (SRAs) Irom TIAA-CREF

YOur lunds are automatically deducted Irom you> paycheck so its eaiy to Build income to supplement your
pension and SooU Security Especially vnee your SRA
contr buttons grow undminished by taaes until you
HI.211

withdraw the lunds

B\9X
And you may e\*n be able to borrow lunds against your
SRA

a unique benefit ol choosing TIAA-CREF

MBS}
(I I.MM

So why wait' Let TiAA-CREFs low expenses and investment expertise help you build a
INVIST AS UTTll AS
SJS a month
I tii'ouoh an automatic
payroll plan'

comlortabie retiremeni We
think you will find it rewarding

la #m kyynavm tune*, wil-l M*r »100 ■ non* - I
i an • » itiw" 11i»'» u>

in years to come

(■Miff thl-l l»llff f >*!ll I*"* *»M"l* ■« MOW" ►*"
iMojuvnfi jnoaii Toul ftruniiaiapniceal • ill* it
RMMMH •!» IWfcan. avl > -Id «i> •«> !•* rtwi
■Ki.f.< pmmrrd *v rlMMM (MVO*" onl> «na «fc»i •«

•Nota i/wtwau«#* ^thoraftahprerloaoa S9("iatDt

.tflKI «•*,! parroMMnc*, c* pittot futjr* ituBm* trt>

tuOiact to*it'<teri i«a wI 'OS idaionai\m

II** ( HI I *..._"i ... .riVtir.ptm*.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org
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compiled by JERI HOSER

prediction:
Best Picture
ZS: "Gladiator"
cP: "£w"cl,'"8 Tiger, Hidden Dravon"
SK: Gladiator"
AM: "Traffic"

Best Actor

Best Supporting Actor
Benicio Del Toro. "traffic"
William Dafoe, Shadow of the Vantn
Ioaquiii Phoenix, "Gladiator"
Benicio Del Toro, "Traffic"
lulia
Kate
Kate
Kate

The Biltmore
DJ Thompson: Thursday
DJ Stoxi Monday

Walters,
Hudson,
Hudson,
Hudson,

"Billi/Elliot"
"Almost Famous"
"Almost Famous"
"Almost Famous"

Best Director
ZS:

Ang Lee, "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon "
CD: Ang Lee, "Crouchingiiger.
Hidden Dragon "

FINNIGAN'S COVE
John Fritu Thursday
Daily Planet: Friday
Leon Milmorei Saturday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday

The Highlawn Pavilion
Ladies Night: Thursday
QlOI Live Remote OJi Saturday

Jeremiah Prophet: Tuesday
Live Jassi Wednesday

Ma.n*+ree+ bar < gr'iil
Sol Trive CD Release Partyi Saturday
Regans Crossi Tuesday
Virginia Coalition: Wednesday

The Little Grill
Anderson Project! Thursday
Rhythm Roadi Friday
Red Wagon Bandi Saturday

Hidden Dragon
ZS: ZakSalih
CD: CarrieTJodson
SK: Scott Kiiie

Scott Murray : Thursday
Calhoun s Jam Friday
Splatti Saturday
JMU Jaxxi Tuesday
Mike Mulvaneyi Wednesday

Dave's Taverna

Best Supporting Actress
ZS:
CD:
SK:
AM:

Todd Schlabachi Thursday
Classical Guitar. Patricki Tuesday
Mejan Caryi Wednesday

CALHOUN's

CD; lorn Hanks, "Cast Away"
*&: Russell Crowe, "Gladiator"
AM: Ed Harris, "Pollock"
Best Actress
ZS: Julia Roberts, "Erin Bwckovich"
CD: Ellen Burstyn, "Requiem for a Dream'
SK: lulia Roberts, "Erin Bwckovich"
AM: lulia Roberts, "Erin Bwckovich"
ZS;
CD:
SK:
AM:

The Ar-rf ui dodger-

■swa

Kelly Archiluld/-M»arOsI
Meghan Murphy/«n mil

Painted £adq Hatfrm
Tattoos & Piercings

Sfoooc gpat
faseihj jewel s1•

Nate Clendenem Thursday
Todd Schlabach. Wednesday
RYAN PUDI.OSKl/KljpWcjnaor

JMU only
East Coast
stop for
Medeski
/Mf./rom/w^c 14
of mainstream beats and original
interpretation.
For the first time, UPB is offering a chance to win tickets to the
show via the popular music and
concert ticket Web site www.musicloday.com.
Fans can sign up for a chance to
win one of four sets of tickets on
the Site. Tickets can also be purchased through MMW's official
Web site www.mmw.nel.
Formed during the summer of
1991, MMW has shared concert
bills with such diverse acts as A
Tribe Called Quest, Beck and Foo
Fighters.
Hailing from New York City,
the trio has taken the stage at
various high-profile events
including the Newport Jazz
Festival and the New Orleans
Jazz and Heritage Festival.
Upcoming performances include
the Playboy Jazz Festival in Los
Angeles and the Atlanta Jazz
Festival.
The concert will be the only
UPB-sponsored performance at the
Convo this semester. Vertical
Horizon with Nine Days played
there Oct. 30.
Indigo Girls, who visited last
spring, was UPB's last Convo concert sell out.
After JMU, MMW heads west for
more than a month of shows beginning April 6 in Denver.
The hip-hop mixes of DJ Logic
and Project Logic will open the 8
p.m. Doors will open at 7 p.m.
Students can buy up to two
reserved seating tickets with a
JAC card for $20 apiece at the
Warren Box Office.
Tickets run $25 at Town and
Campus Records and at Plan 9
stores in Harrisonburg and
Charlottesville. All floor tickets
cost $25.

pour some

[gasoline]
on that fire
in your belly.

•J

Sign Up

for Classes

Come in and check out our new, even larger
selection of gems and assorted body jewelry.

Now! Contact

Harrlsonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

M

H

V9

«*

HOURS:
Tues - Thurs: 12 -7pm
Fri & Sat: 12 -9pm
No Checks Accepted

With Army R0TC, you'll get to fuel your desire lo be the best.
In the process, you'll learn how to think on your feet, stay
cool under pressure, really take charge Register lor an Army
R0TC course today. It's time to stoke that fire

ARMY ROTC

Major Loue

@ 568-3633

Unlike any other college course you can take.

433-5612

200 South Avenue Off Rte 42
www.paintedladytattoo.com

Learn more than you teach.
This year the Peace Coips needs 250 new English teachers
in countries like Russia, Madagascar and Uzbekistan. Find out how
your liberal arts degree can help you qualify.
If you apply by April 20 you could be abroad this summer.

Find out more:
Information Session
March 28. 6 p.m.
Sonn..H.llRo«Pl,onH'"1
j.m..M.<i..onU"lv-,lV

Physical & Occupational Therapy
Your Career Choice!
Information Session in Charlottesville
Saturday, March 31
Join us to learn first hand about the programs offered by the University of
St. Augustine, including entry-level degrees (MPT and MOT), advanced
studies degrees (transitional DPT. MHSc, and DHSc). and Continuing
Professional Education. Our physical and occupational therapy programs
are innovative and provide an excellent avenue to enter or advance within
the professions. Interviews will be conducted with prospective master's
degree applicants Call for schedule details. To reserve your space or
schedule an interview, contact Sue in the Office of Enrollment Services
toll-free at 877-245-4312 or register online at www.usa.edu.
Ri'tcpinm Sue Charlottesville Omni Hotel
235 West Main Street. Charlottesville. VA • (804) 971-5500

^
Peace Corps. Redefine your world.
Visit www.psacecorps.gov or call 1-800-424-8580

Ix UNIVERSITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE
FOR

HEALT

I UNIWKMII Urn ihVAKii, St. Ana STINK. FL 32086
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The 'mane' attraction De Niro gets more than

'15 Minutes' of fame

loon to hit Wilson Hall is the legend-inspired
nusical, 'Sundiata, Lion King of Mali'
3Y

BECCA

WORTHING ION

Upon

hearing

aga lor a couple oi reasons,"
Schechter said < >ne, it isadai

contributing writer
of a

play

called "Sundiata, I ion King oi
M.ili," the first thing that probably

comes

to

mind

■k myth In its structure, it follows a hero who was a rial his

bonjcal Hgure, Sundiata Kelts, aa

is

'Exit Wounds' bailies its way to
the top of the Box Office and
sends 'The Mexican'south

courage thatonl) a lion posses*
t§ " Slushier said that in the
original tale, the tribe numbers
were horrified because until the

Hi ANTHOm

ageoJ 12, Sundiata did not walk
or talk. "Ihcii. through i

Disney and a musical
score by I I ton John. This

MARCHEOIANO

DreamWorks lilm has nu.lc

senior mil, r

teriea oi events, he rose
to theOCCaaion and grew
into the ciriumst.in.es.

'

million so l,ir during

Steven Si-^.il resurrected
ins career this pasl weekend

iis \7 da) s in release

"Our version

with his new action link
l \:t
n.uiiuls.■■
opening

Minutes" crashed in us set
ond week. The thrillcr.which

sions do stem from the

omen lake on the
metaphor ot the lion and

with .in impressive SIM millinn

also stars

same family tnv
While the carton vet

finding your i

pnxluction,

coming

to

Wilson Hall on April 2, is
different, but both ver-

he said.
-HHI

the original African
while
still
interesting.
In

tale

"Sundiata"

remaining

"Sundiata."

^movies

the

SI1 Billion

"interpn*ted .is you do in
' l-iicm) ,il ihc
Gales
SI l.nmillion

any art form, you take
vour source and embel-

is the totem, the ani-

mal that protected and
guided thai royal family.

lish

it

and

move

it

toward tin- method that
and that's why he w,is The legend-Inspired, "Sudlata. Lion King of
you want to convey."
called the lion King," Mali." comes to Wilson Hall April 2.
In response to the
author
and
dlrectoi
question ot whether the
David Schechter said. This
he goes through having to p.iss
production is completely factu
totem, or family symbol, reprv
many tests to realize his potenal. the author shook his he.nl
s.nts
hr\i\rr\
Sutn.i.il.i.
tial and grow into his destim
"no." "It's not all fact, hut it's .ill
•CCOfdlng to some legends, had
An
oracle
foretold
truth," hi' s.ijd "theater deals
the head of a lion atop the body
of a boy, which is portrayed in

Sundiata's coining He would
lirvmte the tribe of Mali from

the Theatreworks/ L'SA
duction by a lion mask.

Sumanguru.

pro

The story was derived from
a Tllh-century West African leg
end. "1

think

the

'Sundiata'

story has endured through the

the

power-hungry
The

sorcerer,
oracle

dan ribasSundiata as a son who
"will walk with the pride Oi* i
lion, speak with the power of a
linn's r,i,ir md iV.hl with the

with truth

since Segal'a recent railures
'I ire I >own BHow" and " I he
Glimmer Man" were ignored
by audiences However, he

production.

The costumes are mainly
historical,
although,
Schechter said Ihey are

protagonist is not a lion
but l young boy "The
HOT

I hi-- I mm s .is ,i surprise

Kem.iinmg true to tribal heritage, costuming is
a strong part of the

sion has been glamori/ed,
"Sundiata" kivps i lose to

that moves you internally.
"In oeahng the show and
drawing on the elements ot the
African culture, particularly the

I d

Niro'i

Burns,

"IS

plum-

meted, mustering onlv S4.3
million
In its 111 days oi
release, the New I me film
has brought in only $17.9
million.
"Hearthrcakcrs" lomes to

skinny the

theaters

■creen

Mar

siars Sigoumej Weaver and
lenniler I me Hewitt. The

with

rap

Together they
i riinkril .ops

fi>;lit

DMX
against

this

weekend

and

two beauties play a mother-

"Enemy at the Cites.'' the
new World War II drama,
landed in second place with

daughtei
summing
alter older men and

a $13.6 million debut. The
Paramount release stars |ude

and Gene riackman tosiar In
tins \K ,M . omed)

as

a

duo
Iheir

money. Ray I iotta, lason Lee

Russian

Also hilling theaters this

sniper up against the Nazil

weekend is "The Brothers,"

IHTOK

at the Battle oi Stalingrad
The film, which was budgetS.'<- Spew Hun*
SS? million

Ho

helps himsell In

I aw

truth is something

Robert

ed at 570 million, enjoyed .1
weekend best of $9,013 pel

which Mara u i

Hughlej

and Bill Bellamy and follow)
four Iriends and their litelime experiences

screen average
The
two
new
major
releases
managed
In

I hi'
Family
brothers
return in theaters tins week
end with their newest Hick,

dethrone Brad I'itt and Julia

"Say It Isn't So."
comedy
slars

Roberts,
sending
"The
Mexican" to third place with
$8.1

million

Graham

The

Hie . rude
Heather

and "American
hns Klein.

Attention
all Style
writers!!!
The new
Style
editors
want to
meet
YOU
Stop by
The
Breeze
office
on
Monday,

The SunCom Welcome Home" Plan
300 anytime minutes for $30
Welcome home to SunCom. Where you can always get a new, affordable digital phone.
Where anytime you see SunCom and AT&T on the screen of your phone, every call is a local
call. No roaming charges. No long distance charges. No restrictions on when you call. So
give us a call or stop by your SunCom store and pick up a college faceplate. SunCom. It's
Economics 101.

March 26
at 5 p.m.
and say

we get it.

"HI"

to

NOKIA
CCNNHTlNllpKinj-

JEN

AT&T

KC
(Food and
drink will be
provided)

SunCom

1-877-CALL SUN
or shop online at www.SunCom.com

&
SunCom store locations

Member of the AT&T Wireless Network

store hours: mon in 9a /p. sat 10a 6p. sun 1?» sp

Hainsonboig

Marketplace ShoppeslaciOSslrom Valley Mall near Books A "

last East Markel St.. Suite B

M6 8tw

St"""""'
shop online

Shenandoah Plan (across horn Colonial Malll

MOD Greenvllc Ave

755 8380

www SunCom com

SunCom aulhorued dollars
HlttilMilm Cho.ee Communications, fveiyth.ng Mobile. Meliocall • StMirJM Bobby Allison MrawM Eyeiyttun, Mobile. ShoM Circuit Spectrum Communications • WUMJJMIS: E»eiy!h,n9 Mobile
le«unH(t M.Qeo Communications. Iho Source•EMoaSiaiusOneOesions
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r
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Women find voice in
expressions of strength
Eclectic mix of dance, song, poetry create a
colorful collaboration of celebratory talents
\\d\11 S, from page U

"II kYCMIKIKI I'Uitt r*"W<iphrr
Members of the Contemporary Dance Ensemble
rehearse for their annual dance concert. They will
perform tonight at Wilson Hall.

Dance the night away
■prfng. Since then, they have
been devclopens the pieces to
he performed this weekend.
The
Contemporary
Dance Ensemble will perform
tonight
through
Saturday. All shows start at
8 p.m. Tickets are S6 for chilflrt'ii. KflMX « iti/i'ns (ind [AC
card holders General admission is $10.
Calt
the
Masterpiece
Season
Box
Office
in
Harrison Hall at \7000 for
more ticket information.

QANCl ■• ■ page 14
The guest artists \ (sited fol .1
weekend in the fall to tench
the dancers the choreography.
in addition lo the guest
choreography,
Thompson
Mid, Wh.it's most •pedal
about this concert is that it
includes student work. It's .1
process tor them, and it's
very rewarding (to see the
outcome] "
Dancers
in
the
Contemporary Dance Ensemble
auditioned (or the class last

«

What's most special
about this concert is that
it includes student work.
—Cynthia Thompson
profe-.sor of theatre and dance

n

the song "Independent
Women" by Destiny's
Child set the stage for
stones of powerful
women and an expression oi pride in womanhood.
The first presenter,
senior Harns Parnell,
began with a poem she
wrote about menstrua
Hon entitled
"Free
Flowing."
Although
her work may have
caught some audience
members off guard,
Parnell was hoping to
raise some eyebrows.
(letting your period
used 10 be a big ritual, a
celebrated thing, but
now it's a very taboo
topic and people get
freaked out," she BSud
"I try to bring (the topic
of menstruation) into
the forefront whenever
1 can because it can be a
source of power and
celebration. I think
there should be more
open dialogue about it
... it's become known
as this wretched thing
we have to endure, but
it's not like that,"
Parnell sud. This was
Pamell's third year presenting at the program.
A few of the pre-

sentations, like sophomore
Mollv
Williams' monologue
"Sharks." addressed
the history of AfricanAmerican
women
and their survival of

■lavST)
1 ivelv said
Scarborough's words
may have struck her
the most "I can t imag
bie being through what
some women had to go
through, seeing their
children
being
taken away to be

Godfrey and sophomore Stacev I lavtor

danced to The Battle
is the I ord's" by
lolanda Adams Ilu it
emotionally charged
ballet
performance
was
marked
by
extraordinary grave
Zephia
Bryant
assistant director at
CM1SS, said overall
sin- was nleased with
how the event turned
out. "There was a real
Iv good mix of perfonnances this year,"
Bryant sud
"Any time women
and men have the
opportunity to express
themselves, we (at
CMISSJ are always
very pleased
The message of
Women's
History
Month was voiced by
the performers at the
event "Remember the
past, create tin- future."

slaves," she said.

Remember the past,
create the future.
— theme from'Through
the Eves of a Woman"

■99slave life. Freshman
Shannon l.iveK said
that
works
like
Williams' made her
think about the different things women
have endured.
"I
think
all
woman
throughout
history
have struggled differently, and many are
still dealing with prejudice," Lively said.
junior
Martin
Scarborough, the only
male presenter at the
program, recited the
poem "Not Never
Again,"
which
he
wrote about women in

I fed 10 He^xi
that I won't have
to go through
that
Besides post
r\ .1 few women
sang to convey
their thoughts

on womanhood.
Junior

Kristin

Davits tang an
Ani DiPranoo song
about woman who

was molding hsrssll
into the image a man
wanted her to fill — a
man who did not treat
her with respect. JMU
statt member PabiOS
Paden,
from
the
department of nonemployee affiliates,
permore at
formed
an
enthusiast 1.
www.jmu. edu/womensrectr
rendition
of
Bonnie Raitt's
something to
Talk About.'
Junior
J e s s e n a

W

The buzz in Theatre II:
play abounds with talent
Play examines integrity versus fame
THE from pa^e U
catcher Evan just before
he exposes her deceit to
previous victims of her
scams end nearly reels
him m a second time.

However, Rvan finallv
understands the glamor* ml
lite LS v.Kant and lonely and
it contains no truth or
integrity tor anyone who
craves me purity of ait
This production

"As Bees in Honey Drown"
showing at Theatre II
8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights
midnight showing on Friday

brilliantly written and
performed
production. Atter the curtain
down, one may
!ia\ e a greater understanding of the sacri
lues made by struggling artists and the
Conflicts the) meet on
the rise to fame.
"As Bees in Honey
Drown'' attempts to
prove that truth is
more Important than
illusion
and
fame.
Ivan'-.
dei ision
to
remain true to himself
and his art emphasized the virtue ol
integrity and the realities oi success,

Hometown Music

CUIMPS, AMU, DRUMS AHP SOUND EQUIPMENT

- «w«l

New guitar and amp modelt
I showroom

>

«0-6

MORI

1

SUM !,

*

lifetime Wirrmhlist $399

Sneius on:

GlIITAKS AMP Am, hmtlCIIOHAL
In the Ace Music building
4344159 • 2990 S Main Street

$

3" a Foot

BOOKS AMP VIPIOS,
MM* PKOMS

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE

lb«n« Aeowtie-

PA MIXIKS & Snmns, Stump

Stare Heart:
Tm, Thar. Ffi;
10 5 Sal

I

jfteso

^

MM.

(lend W.dn.ldly

SALE!
JUS

*?

^O

USA made Deering
Goodtime banjos
from $259

SANtMCHVtiWinM iihiiographer
Senior Brian Laycock, (I to r) sophomore P.J. Masks and senior William Hinds contribute their talents to
Theatre H's latest student production, "As Bees In Honey Drown."

truer UPAIS.

(540) 433-1177
Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St.
ll;irrlsonblirg. VA

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. -9:30 p.m.

& mm

4pm - Midniqht

Summer
Session 2001

RU

The perfect place, the perfect time to
to learn, discover ana get ahead.
Register now for Summer Session 2001 Whether you want to take a
class for professional development, to see If you ore Interested In a
certain fleia or just for fun. RU has a class for you Choose from more
than 100 courses in four sessions.

only SlU/otdlt for
te students or ttS9/cm)H
for In state graduate students. Most hon traditional
students i nn enroll as a nomlemte student Check
out the Minrmrr session cotthe httlngi online at

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St -574-3178

Personal Attention In A Comfortable Atmosphere

General Orthopedics
Sports Injuries

Flexible Hours
& Scheduling

Hand Therapy
Back 4 Neck Care
Bum & Wound Care

Maymekter: May it-June 2
Summey '•' May lH-June 17
Summed It: June 25-July 27
Summer III: May 14-Jufy 27
Questions?

We File Most Insurance
Claims For You

Contact ttw Division of I
Phone ($10) ill w.'i
r

i«n'i»MHii

i

" irfwnfInn at

mur-nio
nt.edu

tmrnmraiNIMnU
BACK IN ACTION PHYSICAL THERAPY
755-F CANTRELL AVE (Next to Hardees) HARRISONBURG. VA

564-1600
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■ Dukes get clawed

'"He deserves all the success
he*s gotten because he's
pitched so well for us "

The visiting Towson
Tigers tamed the
Diamond Dukes 5-2.

sophomore baseball player

JARED DOYLE
m story below

ARCHERY

PORT

• B-E-A-T

Gymnists grab ECAC honors
Both men's .ind women's
gymnastics each had two
gymnists selected for Eastern
College Athletic Conference
honors for the week of March
19.
For the men's team, junior
Nick Blanton was named
ECAC Athlete of the Week
and
freshman
Jason
Woodnick was named ECAC
Rookie of the Week.
On the women's tide, senior Ashleigh Suarez was
selected .is ECAC Athlete of
the
Week
and
freshman
Nicole Bascope was named
ECAC Rookie cil the Week.
Herd downs the Dukes
Women's
Marshall

tennis

University

I larrisonburg

lost

to

6-1

in

Monday.

Freshman Margie Zesinger
picked up JMU's only vutorv I 'I

Archers right on mark at East Regionals
Bi

KMM.IL GARRIUTT
\tilff M ill' r

Bullseye. That has been ihe trademark of the JMU Archery program since
its imi'ption in 1964-65. This association
held true to form at the U.S. Indoor/East
Region ( hampionships, held on March
9 11, in Sinclair Gymnasium.
Several top finishers were recognized
in different events, leading to national
second place finishes in all team events
Coach Bob Ryder, assistant coach Andy
I'm kett and the |MU archers were
pleased with the performance.
"In spite of the (act that it was |held|
ovef spring break, they did a fantastic
job," Ryder said "We had a first place
finisher m each of the categories in the
regional meet and two {archers)
medaled nationally as well."
The team easily defeated its East
Region counterparts in all six dlvWoni
m ns ret urveand women's recurve,
mixed team recurve, mixed team compound, men's compound and women's
Compound The Dukes especially dominated the field in the women's com-

pound division, bearing second-place
Pennslyvania College of Technology
with a score of 3,305-982.
JMU's closest competition came in
the men's compound division, where
it edged Penn College by just 16
points. Other schools competing
included Penn State University,
Atlantic Cape Community College,
Columbia University and Thaddius
Stevens College of Technology.
I cading the men was freshman
Adam Wheatcroft, whose score of 1,167
in the men's compound was top in the
event. Wheatcroft, a two-time Junior
Compound World Champion, was
named the National Indoor Champion
in Men's Compound for his performance at the meet.
"It's a great honor," Wheatcroft said.
1 shot pretty well and I thought the
team did well overall also."

Sophomore Caleb

Heller, 2000

National
Collegiate
Compound
Champion, finished in fourth in men's
compound with.a 1,135. In men's
set RYDER, ftagf 21

' • ^

.'M f^rtr* 9- *:
•> 1

a

A

«s& .**

w

Lft
B.»•*fry* i
H [(laaHllfl ^H V_-M \ H

*^

.3
phnlo cnilKsy of SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS
Coach Bob Ryder and his team celebrate their 2000 National Championship in
the compound bow and mixed team compound bow. The 2001 Dukes archery
team wilt return home to JMU again on April 14 to host the JMU Invite.

the match, winning 7-5, (>-4.
Men's track places at NCAAs

iTIhris
^^ochran

At the Men's NCAA I rack and
Field Championships,
held
March MO In I .ivettcville, Ark.
senior Ben Cooke finished sixth
in the 3,000 meter with a time of

8.10.10,
Cooke, along with senior
Jason
Long, and juniors

.

Roscoe Coles and Ian Scott
combined for fifth in the

the no hit wonder

Distance Medley Relav with a

time of 9.36.83.
Cooke earned two AllAmerican honors, with his
30011-meter and DMR finishes,
while Long, Coles and Scott
joined Cooke on the DMR's
All-American honor.
Diamond Dukes rained out
Wednesday's baseball game
at Virginia led) was postponed
due to the weather. Inc game
has not yet been rescheduled.
)MU will host last Carolina
University this weekend for a
three game series.

BY KELLY GILLESPIE

ttqjj writei

A* the Diamond Dukes approach their tirst
CAA series of the season, they will look to sophomore right bander Chris Cochran, from South
I .ikes High School in Northern Virginia, as a starter
and weapon on the mound Part of a very strong
pitching stall. (. ochran currently leads the team
with a 40 record and a 2.27 FRA.

Golden Arm from Ihe Golden State
Cochran hasn't always been a Virginian despite
how at home he appears on the mound at Long
I laid M.UH k Stadium wearing the number 27 on
hlfl bift k. and a familiar smile on his face. Born in
•outhern California, Cochran and his family didn't
move t«> the Commonwealth until he was 12 years

old
\l\ entire family is back in California," Cochran
explained "\1\ parents both grew up there, and the
n-st of the family all live within about 40 minutes of

each other;"
Baseball
This past weekend the club
baseball team split a tour game
series Bl home against IVnn
state University.
In game IWO, senior Mike
Hawryluk threw a complete
game two hitter to win 4-3. The
other win came in the fourth
game, 6-5.
JMU travels to Virginia lecri
to face the iiokies Friday and
Saturday.
Women's Lacrosse

Saturday, the women's club
lacrosse '
team
pounded
William & Mary, 15-2. Loyola

College defeated

JMU on

Sunday.
The Dukes will play in a
tournament at the Uni\ ersit)
of North Carolina this week
end.
Tennis
The tennis club participated
in the National Team Tennis
Tournament in Austin, texas
last Weekend. Overall, the
team finished 4-3, placing seventh out of 16 teams. JMU
won the Team Sportsmanship
Award for the entire tournament.

Men's Water Polo
Men's water polo went 3 1

tins weekend

rne team won

twice against the alumni team
and beat MiOersville i Diversity
The li>ss came against a dub
team, from Northern Virginia

Cochran s parents. Hob and Kellie, are no
strangers to the '-port in which their son has become
•*> aucoeaeful Hob Cochran, e lefry on the hill, was
drafted oul of highachool by the Chicago White Sox
in the aixth round I le went on to pl.n al t alifbmie
state University I oa Angela KdUeCochran played
tirst bate at California Polytechnic Urdvenrity
Pomona I heir love and knowledge of the game was
paaaed onto c hris.
Beginning with his first little league team, the
Padres, Cot luan has spent time playing every position on the Bald
I was SOfl ol a utility player," Cochran said I
learned a lot thai way, but I actually ended up
being a calchei mj freshman year In high school.
Sophomore \ear though, m> COBch s.it me down
and told me the truth I le laid he thought I would
DC a blggCf asset to the team
as a pitcher "
Practicing with hie strong
arm and
determination,
Cochran •pent summers on
Independent teams and al clinics.
Became ol wlure m\ birth
,i.i\ tails I was always able to play
with older kids, he said They had
more experience than I did at that point
and the) could give me a.hue. I think it
really paid off."
It paid oil when Cochran helped his South
! .ike- team as he was named flnt team AllDiahid and aecond-team All-Region hii |urdor
,n\d senior years During his senior year, when
he waa named honorable mention All-Met by the
Washington Post, Cochran began looking at «ol
leges George Mason University. Virginia Tech
and the Unlverslt) ol Virginia were the schools
in Virginia that
heavily recruited
him.
Fortunately tor the Dukes t ochran had his eye

on IMU.
Recruiting JMU
Snue |\1L hadn't htvn recruiting C txhran, he
approached mecoaches with a folder full of stats and
a schedule of his upcoming season I hat spring,
Cochran pitched one ol his moat solid, complete
games. ,md |\1l coach Todd Kaighleigh was W\ the
stands to w Itneai hia talent They planned an official

visit back in Harrisonburg, and shortly after,
Cochran signed with the Dukes.
"I loved JMU," Cochran explained. "But more
importantly, I wanted to be at a school that 1 would
enjoy even if I couldn't play ball. You never know
what could happen, «md you have to be happy
where you are, with or without your sport. I am
definitely in the right place."
Cochran is studying health sciences and
wants to be a physician's assistant
"We'll see where baseball takes me," he said "But
I may also do some graduate work in California. It's
hard to say now, maybe 1 will get into PA school here
and I will stay in Virginia
For now, he is still learning, gaining experience
and enjoying every minute of it. Cochran came into
|MU with "the greatest group of guys" he said.
"We had a really strong recruiting class and we all
got along really well," he explained. "That is so
important in a team, you have to be able to trust and
rely on the guys playing with you. I have total faith
in the guys behind me when I'm pitching."

-ii
/ did my best not to think
about it too much and jinx
. myself.
— Chris Cochran
sophomore pitcher

-»Cochran spent last summer on the Vienna
Mustangs, part of the Clark Griffith summer college All-Star league in Northern Virginia. The
Mustangs made it to the championship series,
against the favored Arlington Senators, taking
them to three games, but eventually losing. Playing
with teammates from schools across the country,
Cochran not only made friends, but continued to
improve his game.
"I think Chris really turned the corner this
year.' sophomore Jay Caiser said. "He's using his
strength and pitching aggressively and it's benefitting the team."
Cochran said, "I was lucky in that my
high school coach (Scott Rowland) was
our coach this summer," he said.
"We worked on location and
ball movement. I think I

focusing more
on
speed
before, but now
I know that isn't the
moat
important
thing I just have to
be consistent."

Unhittable
Consistency played
a part in Cochran's
recent success against

John's University. It was in the
second game of a doubleheader,
against the team JMU had never played
before, that Cochran became only the '
sixth pitcher in JMU history to toss a nohitter The most recent "no-no" was pitched'
by sophomore Adam Wynegar in 1999 In the first
game, St. John's had 14 hits, so Cochran said he
thought its team would have another successful
■even innings at bat.
"It wasn't that I didn't have confidence in me or
my team," he recalled. "It was just that they are a
good team and were strong at the plate. I sort of
expected to get hit. I tried to keep the pitches low
'cause it did seem they had trouble hitting those."
Cochran credits his team's defense in that game,
commenting on its strength in the field. Even when
contact was made, they were there to make the plays
every time.
"I remember in the fifth inning, {sophomore
Brent) Metheny came up to me after 1 had caught a
ball for the second out and made a joke about getting him a ball" Cochran laughs, "I glanced at the
scoreboard right then and realized they hadn't had
a hit all day. Baseball is such a superstitious game,
so I did my best not to think about it too much and
jinx myself."
Sure enough, the next batter hit a grounder to
Metheny, and the out was made at first. The next two
innings when the Dukes were at bat, the team avoided Cochran.
"I guess they didn't want to jinx me or tike away
my mental game," he said. "The thing was, though, it
wasn't all me. I owe it all to the defense. They knew
exactly what to do when the ball was hit, and I had
total faith in them."
Cochran admited that during the seventh inning,
the thought of a no-hitter kept creeping into his
mind, and he saw himself trying too hard. 1 le threw
some bad pitches and balls were in the dirt, but once
he refocused, everything went smoothly.
"Cochran has basically been working very hard
this spring and he deserves all the success he's gotten because he's pitched so well for us," sophomore Jared Doyle said. "During his no hitter he kept the ball down and worked
ahead a lot and that is something that a
successful pitcher must do."
Al the beginning of the year coach
Spanky McFarland said he expected
Cochran to be a focal part of his team
"Chris is really going to take the lead this
year," he said before the season. "He has
improved his game, and I definitely
^ expect him to be one of our leaders."
Cochran will spend his summer
in Cape Cod playing for the I lyannis
^ Mets, where fellow teammate senior
Greg Miller played in the summer
2000. He anticipates great competition and another learning experience. Since he is only in his second
year here, he has several seasons to
ook forward to.
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SPORTS

MEN'S BASEBALL

Tigers defeat Diamond Dukes 5-2, take series
BY KELLY GILI J

ttqff writer

sra

one hit through the first five innings of play as
his Tlgem took a 4-0 lead. Rogers was able to
improve his record to 2-1, allowing only two
runs off M\ hits, notching live strike-outs and
walking only one Duke.
The Dukes didn't make a presence at the plate
until the third inning off sophomore first baseman
I ddte Kim's ttngk, the first hit of the afternoon,
but momentum was lost when the next two at bats

Monday ..tternoon (ho Diamond IXikes
dropped the third £.imi' of the S*TIO> a^iutsl
rowaoil University, ^-2. The series bcg.in with
a double header last Saturday in Towson,
Md., where |MU won the opener 5-1, but lost
the second game to the Tigers. 7-1 Monday's
l 'i thi I kikai £.n ■ the series to Towson,
upping their record to 9-2,
were both strikeouts
while
dropping
JMU's
"We had a lot of trouble makrecord to Us I
ing adjustments at the plate,"
While IPUS.HI IS currentcoach Spanky McFarland said
ly .i tncmbtl <'t the America
the game. "Towson is a
making adjustments at after
f .ist t onterence, plans lor
good club; they knew how to
the school to enter the
pilch
us.
They're in many ways
the plate.
I Kike s i olonial Athletic
better than (the University of)
Conference are underway
— Spanky McFarland Maryland Every one makes a
The Tigers, along with future
baseball coach ni8 deal *h«it we beat an ACC
CAA member University of
school (UM), but I honestly
Delaware, are one of the Xx
think (Towson) is better in a
teams favored to win this
number of ways."
year's AEC title.
When the sixth inning rolled around, howevlunior Adam Wynegar, who came into
er, the Dukes were finally able to get things
the game with a 2-1 record and a 3.08 ERA,
going off yet another single through the Infldd
took the mound for the Dukes. Wynegar
by Kim. Sophomore shortstop Nathan Doyle
pitched through six innings, gu ing up six
advanced on a Tiger throw ing error, putting runhits .ind four runs. Senior righthander
ners on second and third. Sophomore
Bryan Rogers limited the Dukes to only
baseman Mitch Rlgsby grounded into a fielder's

-«We had a lot of trouble

SARAH

M|:R/.C

.mtibuiimi ph,noirui>hr\

Sophomore first baseman Eddie Kim is tagged out while sliding Into home during the Diamond
Dukes game vs. Towson Monday. The Tigers won the matchup 5-2, taking the series 2-1.

Senior ccntorfeldct Greg Miller swings at a pitch In Monday's game, as Junior left fielder Steve
BaHowe waits on deck. Miller went 04 during the contest, while Baltowe went 1-4 and scored a run.

choice to third, but Kim was thrown out .it
home for the first out of the inning.
Sophomore third baseman Brent Metheny
dropped a bunt for a base hit, loading the
bases. Senior centerfielder Greg Miller hit
into a double play to end thp inning.
In the seventh inning the Dukes finally
got on the board as junior left fielder Steve
Hallowe crossed the plate off senior rightlielder (eremy Hays' groundout.
JMU
scored its final run for the game after junior
designated hitter Pat Cunningham singled
Mid eventually moved to third off sopho*
more catcher Matt Deuchler's base hit.
Cunningham crossed the plate on a wild
pitch, bringing the score to 4-2.
Sophomore right-hander Chris Cochran
replaced Wynegar in the seventh inning and
held the Tigers to two hits and no runs, but the
Tigers added their final run in the ninth inning
,1-. Irishman southpaw Kurt Isenberg gave up
a solo homer to senior liniiiiv Kittlcberger in
the top half of the inning.
"We just really need to work on taking
advantage of our mistakes," McFarland

said, glancing at the score book. "We are
capable of so much more than what you
saw today, but we're a young team and
they're still learning. Towson is older and
has more experience. That makes a difference in games like this."
The Dukes had split two games with
Towson last March, losing 6-3 in their lirsl
meeting, and winning the match-up at

home 2-1.
JMU will begin CAA play against rival
East Carolina University this weekend,
bringing the Pirates to I larrisonburg for a
three-game series
"ECU is another good club, they play
great baseball," McFarland said. "We just
need consistency and to play our game. It's
always fun to play (ECU), and I think we're
all looking forward to it."
Cochran, Wynegar and junior Mike
Trussel are scheduled to take the mound
for the Dukes in the three games. Friday's
meeting starts at 3 p.m., while both
Saturday and Sunday's games will be
played at 1 p.m.

Check out these great Job opportunities!
University Information Ambassadors
for the

Sonner Welcome Center
What you'll get to do!
•Serve as representative ot JMU to
visitors and guests
•research and clearly answer
visitor questions
•Utilize and maintain a variety of
modern resources
•Take initiatives in various work-related
projects
•Work in an upbeat, diverse, teamwork
oriented environment
•And have fun!
For more information, contact:
Shannon Kennan, kennanss@jmu.edu

2

University Information/University and College Centers
Marketing positions!
Opportunities: 'Graphic Designer
•Web Designer Assistant
•Marketing Assistant
•Photographer
Rewords: •build your portfolio
•build your resume
•enter competitions
•gain valuable experience
•earn money
For more information, contact:
Allison Coonley, coonleax@jmu.edu

BEDROOM UNITS
•

•

SOUTH MAIN STREET
• WALK TO CAMPUS
ETHERNET, FURNISHED

434-3509

487-4057
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Ryder hits bull's-eye
Archery shoots down opponents at 2001 U.S. Indoors
tYDEK.frompagelS
toirve. sophomore Brad Fiala
cd a JMU-dominated event,
inishing in first place. Fiala, a
past Junior National Champion
in recurve (Olympic) bow, was

followed by sophomore James
Kim with 1,088, senior Steve
Zakowicz with 1,086 and junior
Jim Rainbolt with 1,066. Fiala,
according to Ryder, was battling a fever, but "toughed it out
and did an amazing fob for us

ON THE MARK
BOB RYDER'S RECORD
K.|

Season

National Ranking
OI'TDonR / (OMPOlNb

1993

3rd

1994

3fd

1995

2nd

1996

2nd

2nd

1997

2nd

2nd

1998

3id

1st

1999

2nd

2nd

2000

2nd

Ut

INDOOR, ( OMPOI'M)

5th

2001

#?"

2nd

1st

2nd

2nd

BRIAN SHREFFLER / staff artist

under IhOM conditions."
On the women's team, junior
Sharon Ryder — coach Ryder's
daughter — shot a 1,136 in the
women's compound division.
Her score was good enough lor
first place in the region and third
nationally. Freshman Megan
Bowker was right behind her
with a 1,122 that resulted in I
fourth-place finish in the nation.
Second year senior Rhonda
Shaner,
a three-time AllAmerican, won the women's
recurve event at regionals and
also placed fourth nationally.
The Dukes totaled nine top-10
finishes at nationals, proving
again why the JMU archery program is world renowned.
"Some people wanted to do a
lot better, like myself," Heller
said, "But as a whole we had a
pretty gocxl showing and are
looking forward to outdoors."
Ryder said, "1 personally
think that we've gotten over the
hump of having to develop all
of our own talent; the team has
earned a nationwide reputation
for excellence. We will be benefiting from that in the form of
students
who come here
because of the opportunity to
continue their sport at an
extremely high level."
The only team to defeat the
Dukes in any event at the 2001
U.S. Indoor Archery Champion
ships was Texas A&M University, which won the South
RegHinals. The Aggies won the
national team title, but JMU was
a close second in most d;visk»ns.

Watch TV?

i

Talk on the phone?

Surf the web?

well...

GET CONNECTED
Now For Fall 2001
with our Early Incentive
Package and

SAVE OVER $75
Sign up by
MAY 15 to be
eligible for
these savings.

I tc closest |MU got to the
Aggies WM In the college mixed
compound
event,
IVFMffl
Whoatcrott, Heller. Ryder and
Bowker fell |ii>t 22 |>nnt-- lh) ol
focai A&M s scon,
I he) IteXM A&M) have a
strong ti\mi. but we had some
Freshmen who didn't have a
lot of experience, ' Heller said.
It will help them in the outdoors, and we arc looking lot
ward to meeting (the AggiesJ
again in nationals."
I he I hike-, look to remain on
t.uget at the U.S. Intercollegiate
Championships, held in Austin,
Texas, May 17-W. However, first
up for the archers is the JMU
Invitational on Sat.. April 7.
Ryder and his staff are optimistk
about the chance to strut their
Mutt ,ig,)in below competing for
yet another natton.il championship. Penn State UftivereUy
and Penn College an- the only
t\w i schmls that have committed
to the invitational, but \\.■■ t
Virginu University and some
independent schools may also
participate
"Sana I have been i part of
the JMU archery pnigram [sncs
1969), this is definitely the best
team I've ever had anopportunit> to work with and the be>t collection of talent that I've ever
Seen hem," Ryder slid.
Junior Karen Auerkich and,
"Indoor season is one thing; it's
anybody's game outdoors. What
we re going for is the overall
title. We can take Texas A&M
OUtdoon and we plan to."
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Cichowicz puts
leash on Bulldogs

Hlb UK no
Sophomore point guard Jess Cichowicz, shown here
against Temple University on March 15, hit a running
layup with 1.3 seconds left to lift JMU over Mississippi
State University, 63-61, Tuesday in Starkville. Mis*.

© 00000 ©
© Do you want to ©
live at
©
©
© SunchaseP ©
hwe a few
© Weruns
©
ton.
© Starling today.- ©
The next 25
© people
©
who sign a
© new lease will get ©
© $100 Cash ©
©
©
0 Hurry In! ©
©
©
© S -'N(Ji4SE ©
©
Qf 442-4800 _
©
0 ©0©00 ©
L

No payments
or
commitments
until August!

Serving:
Southview
Stonegate
The Commons
Pheasant Run

Sunchase

Foxhlll
Olde Mill

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)
888.201.8420
local 437.4200
wwnrV.ntc-com.com

2r

jam. www.sunchase.net vm
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STYIE

Film director discusses
gender issues, life story

'Sundiata' soon to come
s. Mil ATA. from page 1?
culture of Western Africa iirui Mali, .1 lot of
the inspiration for both the storytelling
and how the story was told came from the
visuals: the art of Mali, tht- dance of Mali,
Ihe sound of Mali ... It if a culture that is
very much based on rhythm."
Dancing is another lar^e part of the
production, accompanied by a live drummer, an original African musical score and
chanting.
"The important thing that we were
looking for is actors that moved well and
actors that could convey the eaaencc of
the story and the myth and the metaphor
of the energy of Mali's greatness within
their intensity, within their movement
and within their character," choreographer Abdel R. Salaam said.
He said his choreography is based on
traditional African influences, with a
slight American derivation
Schechter
described
Theatreworks/USA as "the largest touring
theater company for young audiences
in America." Although popular with
families, Schechter said he belives the
production will appeal to college students as well.
"Any good work of theater will not
be geared to one age group," he Mid
The theme of the musical will appeal

to adults he Mid "It'i ibout coming
into one's own and not coming into
identiH through the expectations of
one's parents or community. It's
about the powerful version of onetell
... (and] finding your own roar as .1
full-forced adult I hat is the rite of
passage "
Another universal attraction is that
"the Story is the m\th and the legend of
the birth of an empire, Salaam said
"People love beginnings. People love to
understand why something happens and
what was the foundation lor its coming
into being. Mali is one of the greatest
empires in West Africa."
Schechter said, of writing Ihe play,
"When you watch a story, each character
is a part of you, certainly when you're
writing it Each character is an aspect of
you. I think a good myth or a good story
you can Identity with all of the characters
one way or another.''
"Sundiata, Lion King of Mali" should
be a colorful, expressive dbpla) ol language, dancing, costuming and entertainment, allowing the audience to experience, what Schechter called "immersion in
the BSfttah ot African storytelling." The
"Sundiata" national tour will come to
JML on Monday, April 2 at 7:30 p.m. in

HIM from pugg /
expenence with both Brandon the
chant ter and Brandon the person.
Peirce illustrated her connection to Brandon by sharing a childhood story with the audience
"None of us knew what it meant to
ad like a girl and 1 still don't
know,'' Peirce said in reference to
the lombov club she was part of as
a child
"I was impressed by how she
related the film to herself," Maggie
Papke, a third-year student from
the univeristy of Virginia said.
P e i r c e
showed
that

knew mtimatcl\ and attempting the orgasm was too long.
"Who has ever been hurt by an
to understand the characters on a
personal level. This was a strategy orgasm that is too long?" Peirce
to uncover the underlying truth, responded
or as Peirce said, "the thing you
The association also said the
can't shake
rape was much too violent.
"Facts and details are not the
"What rape isn't violent?"
lion she said. "The question is ... Peirce asked.
what the fairytale is here
"Personalization of violence is
When using such a fairytale deadly," she said, in reference to
"you want a character that the how her movie may influence
audience can identify with, she those watching it You need to be
added. Pierce took Brandon's char- repulsed so that you won't do it. I
acter, which was inaccessible, and don't mind disturbing them but I
made him accessible.
don't want to insult them."
When
At the 1999 Academy Awards,
she and co- "Boys Don't Cry" was described as
identity confuwriter
Andy a film about a "woman who lives
sion is OK, People are fmallx reach Bienen finished as a man."
through the lov1
1
the
script,
Peirce said, "lives" was the key
ing relationship
W (leal
Peirce moved word ' It suggested that it was an
that
Brandon
on to casting. OK thing to do," Peirce said. "Such
with gender
shared
with
"You have to language has permeated into the
Lana
Tisdal.
your mainstream culture today.
— Kimberlv Peirce surrender
I ana's love for
People are finally ready to deal
feature film director imagination,"
Brandon did not
she
said. with gender. It is everybody's issue.
fade as she dis"There is no Gender is the embodiment of self.
covered
his
such thing as
"The culture finally wants to
birth gender.
the perfect per- heal itself," she said. "In a therPelrce
said
son for the apeutic way, my film was touchthat ahe tivls before the film was part."
ing on a national problem."
released, much Of the media coverTime was a major issue for Peirce said directing "Boys
age ol Brandon's story portrayed Peirce once she got onto the set. Don't Cry" was something she
him as a freak. "Some of the Her script was too long. "I didn't needed to do for both herself
tellings were doing him more know that movies could be too and society.
harm than good," she said.
It was amazing that she could
long," she said. "It's as if someone
In describing the film directing gave you an axe and said. Cut stand in the spotlight, putting herprocess, she said, "Directing is yourself in half.'"
self out personally while making a
heaven for me." She said that makAs Peirce began filming. Fox statement that people are scared to
ing a movie involves starting with Search Light, the production com- make," Harrisonburg resident
a truth, turning it into tution pany, found problems with the Leah Gingerich said.
(which is the screenplay) and com- violence and sexual issues in the
Freshman Josh Greenberg said,
ing out with another truth.
film. It originally was rated N'C-17 "It is a huge deal to me, being able
Peirce began her quest for truth by the Motion Picture Association to talk to someone who made a
by visiting Falls City, N'eb. speak- of America.
movie that was greatly influential
ing with the people who Brandon
Peirce said that the MPAA said for me."

«

Wilson Hall.
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STYLE WRITERS!
COME MEET YOUR NEW
EDITORS MONDAY, MARCH
26 AT 5 P.M.
(REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED!)

eavent

Candic's Spa

PiAA/ 9'S

THE LOOK

564 - 2770

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St

or

SPRING

433 - 3322

(Walking Distance from

■mr —

WCLEANING

OUR BIGGEST
SALE EVER!

SunChase, Stone Gate

Professional
HAIR -TANNING & MASSAGE

Month of Tanning $35
or
6 Tanning Visits for $18

and CISAT dorms)

Heated Spa Glo Massage $45
Perms, Colors or Highlights $40
Haircut $ 12 with coupon
Paraffin Hand / Foot Dips

Full Body Massage $35
Facials $25

^^

ACSO
OA/

Hplir-Htp
Delicatessen

With graduation approaching,
tip your cap to Brook lyns.
the best delicatessen in the 'Burg!

ALL USED
'
'
•
■

EveryStudent.com

Mil ..».-.• CDi
!»».-.I DM Da
VMS 11..I
• ■■« It. Caa>s. ,

Get a 10% discount If you order by 4/15/01

2035-51 E. Market St.

433-4090

Next to the ABC store

EVERY SINGLE THING ON
SALE THIS WEEK ONLY:
MARCH 27tli-APRIL 1!
i^ifc, Ct/ecxr our OUR

Htm DEEP DfSCOVMT

CteARAMCe stermf
434-9999
In Kroger Shopping Center
I 790-96 E. Market Street
Mon. Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6

•

Yo^r n<t W*
Br««« M«n5?inrf

THURSDAY. MAR.

22. 2()(i!

I MI BREEZE|23

(JU^SLLllZLlS
FOR RENT
Twelve Bedroom HOUMI • will rent
(o
groups
ol
12
or
any
combinations, including singles.
Call tot great dears on utilities and
lent'867 9375
-4BR ava-leWe
in Soulhview. Start May. (250
regotiaole. Free elhernet. Call
43ft 2078.
1204 Mtn V—
'. i"W/D DW. garbage disoosai, AC.
furnished. 2 baths, walking distance,
now carpet tlCOO. 867 9375
4 Bedroom^ 2 Bathe • basement,
porch and yard Walk to campus.
On Carrtreli Avc Available May 15.
E-mail hiatwan3210tKtmml.com or
call attar 7 pm 301 4902985.

301 Old S. High St. • 2 rooms,
maik to campus, rent $315. yards.
porches, big driveway. Details, call
tohn 4358463 or 57*6064
HOMM • 4 BO. 2 bath, ranch -ilh
nice finished basement. Gas heat,
AC. Behind OWe Mill Village. 1534
Centra* Ave J250. 234«584
Cheep Rant. Summer Suok-ase - 5
rooms available May Aug 2 blocks
from campus. Call 442 1800
Hunter's RMgeTfSR. 2 Beth • two
story to*nhouse. endunit (quiet),
full kitchen */ DW. elhernet. W/D.
unit faces Port Rd.. living
room/kitchenette up and down,
1250/mo. Available Aug 2001,
■porref*nce.nef or 540-2981161.
2 Bodrei

rtta

rrt ■ ,i ii SSSti

REDUCED
4 Redman Mouw - 65 W Falnim
I Hlnckfrnmcamput. :Bathv
2 lining area*. : Kitchens. V./D.
DW. v.ired(o»DSL
AugUtl 201)1 Year llBM
S920/m» dspOfJI
433-09K4
3 Bedroom Fully Furnlahad • full
Kitchen. DW, W/D. A/C. tv/vcr.
Available Aug. 1 at University
Place Can 4380077.

sai w.

MM

- 5 en. 2 bath, w/o.

DW. garbage disposal, basement.
2 kitchens $1250. 8679375.
Nags Head Student Summer
Rentals - 2 and 3 bedrooms,
252255^328

i pels. S450/mo. 564 1373.
434-3420.

3 ■sateowi, 1 Bath DuaSas - very
close to campus Call 433-5987.

Squire Hill Sublease - Available
now through July 31 1 bedroom,
unfurnished apartment. W/D.
A/c. dishwasher, microwave.
S500/month. Call 5407984599.

1169 Harmon
w| |l Dg drStSflCS,
4 BR W/D. DW. garbage disposal,
newly renovated. J250/mo 8679375.

3«5 W Wat-r
i
parking, storage. Lease $1000.
87*9947

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!

1 Bedroom Haass - beside
campus, good condition. Available
7/1/01. S675. 433-1569

1 Bedroom
Madison Terrace
Hufttsn Kuiti'I,myrrlitr.nl
Savtasj i

2 Bedrooms
HuntCfS Ki«l|{e
Miidlyin Man il
M.nlisoii Terrace
SMMnqal$2l2SO

3 Bedrooms
Miidlson Manor
Duka Gardens
M.illlxill fi.llllrlif
Madison Trrrare
Mnrilfton Square
University riart
Si.uUiigatSI75
4 Bedrooms
Mountain View Heights
Miiiitrm Rklge

Madison
University Place
University Court
Coltgi Station
ho. Mill
Country Club Court
.Sinning ai SI 75

5 Bedrooms
Hunter* Ridge Infl
| <■( S275

Large Selection
of IIOUM*1
Funkbouser ft Aaaoclatea
Property Management. Inc.

ll/beFunkhi

434 5150

L-fK« 2 Be«room Apartment.
for 2001 2002.
W/D. A/C.
15 bathrooms, quiet student
complex Call 564 2659 or see
www casi'eproper ty com

Deck House,
Mason Street 2 BR apart ment.w;itt'r

1335 Devon Lane 3 bedroom, furnished.

Liberty Street 2 blink* from campus.
2 bednxmi townhmiM*.
waler Included.

large rooms.
Very Nice 3 BR House Near EMU. 2 bath. W/D.
D/W. 8275/person

2 an* 3 BR University Place"
20012002, deck, appliances, year
lease 432-6993.
t • large rooms,
private yard. 3 baths, no pets. 7
people $290 each. 8. Martin.
7039314167.
Large Henee, Weat Market •
2 kitchens. 2 baths. 5 people,
no pets. $270 each. B. Martin.
703931-4167.

Oround Floor Apartment • huge
living room 4 BR. 3 bath, study.
Ceiling fan in every bedroom.
Ceramic tile kitchen. Walk to
campus.
On
bus
route.
$300/month. 4760727

Overbuilt Market Means Qreat
Savings
lor
You
•
Sea
www.casneproperfy.com for houses
with rooms starting at $175. Call
564 2659

1214 Forestall! • 3 bedroom
townhouse |usl east of interstate.
Kitchen & laundry appliances.
Fireplace in dining room $810.
Hess & Uiier 434 7383
2 BR Townhouse • great condition,
very close! W/D. 2001 2002.
$525/mo. 433-1569.

,1-M
APARTMENTS
438-8800, Anytime!
2001 - 2002
Ethernet Available!

aaaiit Haw 1II Aaartawits •
excellent condition, stove, ret ,
W/D. some with dishwashers.
Available 8/17/01. $400 425.
No pets. 433-1569.
3, 4. e* S M Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $l50/bedroom. Apple
Real Estate, inc. 5404339576
3 Bedroom Houee • good condition,
W/D.
available
8/17/01.
$675/mo.. 433-1569.
Fumtahed 3BR To—how a - 2001
2002,1.5 baths, deck, appliances,
nee. close. $750/mo vear lease.
4326993 Walk to campus

I UK \|ii SMOrrno.
2BRApt. WOO/mo
or $20fVpcr\on
S5l(Vmo

or$l7(Vperson
4 BR Apt. $720/mo.
orSlRfVperwn
One ol ihf itawu i.impkus a. IMU'

Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.

Kline Realty Property
Management

438-88O0

The good jrvinnwntv go firM.

Visit our web slle:
unwu.cAu.com/~rcni

Mt. View Drive Townhouse - 5
bedrooms, furnished, walking
ostance $195/monOi. 1 yaw laaat
(8/018/02). W/D. 7034505008.

i • Owners want to M
tr*r properbM tor 20012002. 3,4.6
a 8 BR houaas and duplexes BBBBBB
with rooms as low as $175. See
www.casBeproperiycom 5642659.

' 111* \\ i

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JhW
■ NO BUS RIDE!

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse •
furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen.
$260/bedroom. 7037370103

R. yard.
lease.

321 E. Elizabeth - 4
parking, A/C. June
$1000. 879-9947

Included.S230/pcrs«n

W/D. D/W. A/C. 8700/mo.

Near IMU. Immaculate 4 BR
.
bath, fully furnished condo with
washer/dryer. Available June 1.
$225/person. Collect
calls
accepted 757 2583559

\o tome by and arc ui*
Visit us at:
www.cfw.tomJ-rent

FOR SALE
94 MX6 Sliver Mazda • standard,
blk leather mt , CD. sunroof.
$6000 firm Call 8010889.
TesraRiaai - 4 bedroom. 2 bath,
excellent condition. 757 4308463
or 757 285-4969.
kegereTer KKs. Tape • Beer/wine
making.
Bluestone
Cellars,
downtown, 432-6799.
Handmade Paper Journals.
Qlftwrae. Frames 4 Mere • Gift
& Thrift, 227 N. Main.

Reggae Roots Wear, ROCK n roil
collectibles/memorabilia, hemp
accessories/jewelry, stained glass
art. conscientious t-shirts/posters.
Batik tapestries, incences, oil.
imported wood work. Majestic
imports • downtown 52 E. Market.
442 6728

HELP WAHTED
Great Summer MSI Swim coach ■
KKJS CC Team. 20 hrs/wk Begin
6/4-7/27 Day hours & Tues. p.m.
Call Stephanie. 432 1010
SeefcJng Someoae ta Cera tar ear
2 ChHdrea In our Herrte - Mon-Fn.
Must have transportation and be a
non-smoker. Must be willing to
support
a
positive
family
environment
and
enjoy
participating m physical and
learning activities with children
Previous experience preferred.
Weekly rate negotiable. Contact by
email Ksufefwyee'ao/.com or send
letter of interest to PO Boa 218.
Dayton VA 22821.
87/Hour Plea SISO/Meath
Houelng Allowance • Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application online at
www. mwot In. com.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clabs.
Student Grease • Earn $1000
$2000 this semester with me easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraismg event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundralser.com
at
8889233238
or
visit
www campus fundraiser, com

TRAVEL OUT WEST!
Southwestern Co.
Summer Inlcrnship
Execlleni experience Average

S«o

eat Summer Jobs at
•neOah River Outflttera1

Vtc are hum* CIKIIXIK. tun pruplc
PJfOSOkl i Jinp^rouoJ JlKllJanl-.
lHrtJn.er\ I nil A part time

first summer $7,000 < H
mdependeni at sharp student*

neMkteeiokha pe< ISHaCA'am

For Information >all 442**M.

hup .... \htiwniU*thn*rri<im

SlO/hr. Guaranteed - work on
campus F/T or P/T for as little as
510 hours/wk or as many as
40 hours/wk Be your own boss.
Create your own schedule. L*nited
position* Call 80O6O87442. x80

Horlioncamps.com a Summer
Job/Internship ■ 5 great ch*Jren's
Summer camps m NY. ME. PA
and wv seek general counselors,
group leaden), activity instructcs Ail
camps have remarkable waterfront
activities including canoeing,
kayaking, sailing, windsurfing,
wjterskiing. wake boarding.knee
boarding and swimming. Benefits:
paid internships, training, salary.
accommodation, food, laundry,
travel
allowance
Apply
at
www hori/oncanips com or call
800544 5448

4 Star Summ«r, Camps • has
positions available at coed camp at
University of Va. Have the summer
of a lifetime working with children
from arouno the world. Golf
counselors need handicap of 15 or
better van driver/counselor must
be 19 yrs. old and have a clean
driving record Office Manager
or genual tonal, phone and computer
skills
needed.
Apply
at
www. 4start»*ipseom/emp«o»op0 nrm
IJfeajaiiea/Oaan^ais/tuparimiere •
Now hiring Nova areas' Minimum of
$7.25. www/*emir<rrrtr-fp0n*#sinccom
AppV onene or call 877 SEE POOL

Have
a
Relaxing
Summer
Providing Chlldcare - for 10year<
old girl Must enjoy swimming,
picnics, library visits. References
requested Harnsonburg area Call
208-9384

S1S00 Weekly Potential
mailing
our cculars Free information. Call
202 452 5901

5 Money % - SSO SlgfHM Bonue $7/hr. training pay Immediate
housekeeping openings. Sat
6 Sun. 8 a.m.
4 30 p.m. Call
540 2896003 ext 6181 or 800
JH M40e.t 11 7

Youth Baaeball and Softball
Umpires • It you are interested m
umpiring m the Harnsonburg Little
League Association, please contact
Tommy Thomas at 433 9168 or
come by the Harnsonburg Parks and
Recreation Department and leave
your name and phone number. Tins
is a paid position and experience >s
a pkjs, however, we will train.

Roommate Wanted • $290/mo
Call Jackie at 4424496.

r ImptaymerH at tha Center
for Instructional Technology - The
CIT is looking for an individual to
work May through Aug.. 35 40
hrs/week for a competitive hourly
wage
commensurate
with
experience Must be an expert m
FLASH 5 and nave sound knowledge
of Dreamweaver, graphic design,
Microsoft Office suite and HTML.
Primary responsibility will be to
assist instructional technologist m
development of several projects.
Musi be responsible, punctual and
work wen m a team atmosphere.
Send resume and a list of three
references to Julia Harbeck. Center
for Instructional Technology. 22
Carner LOrary, MSC 1702, James
Madison University, Harnsonburg
VA 22807.
Interested In a Career In
Dentistry? - Pre-dental internship
available with stipend in pediatnc
dental office m northern Virginia.
Great environment • learn, earn
and Or will assist in dental school
applications. CHI 7034559683 or
fax 703455-5140.

SUMMER IN MAINE
Male/femulc Instructors

WANTED

Roommate Wanted • i.> •
including free Ethernet cable and
local tejaphone Please call Mike
at 43ft 3835
Roommate Wanted • $285/mo.
Great location and perks! Call
Lance or Ken at 4320060.

needed: Tennis. Swim.

SERVICES

Land Sports. Canoe.
Kayak. Sail. Waicr-skl.
Outdoor living. Rocks.

NOTICE

Ropes. Arts. Theatre and

vie intinnijiHin and

Riding- Picturesque

>lantc regarding I he

locations, exceptional

llgatkxQ ill linunung

facilities. June to August.

huMIH-

Residential Apply online

theBei

or call.

.Hui

Place your
classified ad in
The Breeze

11' i ■ ■ i ■ ■. l rippltikn n nip corn

< hr UiM'iiiriit el
Anthotw Bcega Hal
82 50 for the (ir-1
83 (XI fat each nkluional I0

568 6127

EveryStudent.com
The Breeze Web site has a new look ...

why don't you take

WALK TO CAMPUS
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ETHERNET

$235/BEDROOM

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.
8:ooa.m. -10:00 p.m: 434-3509

u. Inc.

l-H4NI-5.M-5.MM

TRIPP LAKE CAMP
Tor Girls:
1-800-997-4347
CAMPTAKAJO
for boys.
1-800-250 8252
i.' n 11 ■ camplnkojo

npi»>Munnie*«. COMSCI
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Cheezsticks!
Try our NEW style
cheezsticks! Order 16
cheezsticks with
dipping sauce

$6.99
Large
1-Topping
One Large 1-Topping
Pizza For

$6.99

of quality
toppings you can see and taste
Not a "Mystery Pie.'

#

&

Pizza Panic

z
#

jyiJl
■ Medium 2-Topping
jJTOTJTjy^ j f *\^J i Pizza and Breadstixs

$> $6.99

\>ly/A rjar.iy ajiy

CilOIfja lULt"
-ID WkM
JMU/ S. Main St.

433-2300
Miller Circle/By Skatetown

Port Rd/Valley Mall

433-3111
Behind Kroger's & Blockbuster
Ask for your free dipping sauce!
Garlic Butter - Ranch - Marinara Sauce
Parmesan Peppercorn

#

weet Dea
Order our Cinnastix;
Breadsticks baked in
butter and coated with
surgar and cinnamon!
Free Sweet Icing!

$2.99

